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The Bridge Router can
hold all the electronics you'll
need for a small console: I/O
cards, mix engines, and DSP
processors. Naturally it can
also have automatic fail -over
DSP and CPU cards to keep

you on -air. You can expand the
system with a simple cage -to -

cage interconnect.

It's not just a Digital Console,
IT'S AN ENTIRE AUDIO INFRASTRUCTURE

You CAN START with a simple AES router with analog and digital inputs and
outputs. From there you can add logic I/O cards and scheduling software; you can

link multiple master bridge cages together to achieve thousands and thousands of
I/O ports; you can create a custom system that includes multiple smaller remote

satellite cages- with everything interconnected via CATS or fiberoptic links.
BUT THAT'S JUST THE BEGINNING: you can also add mix engine cards, interface

to your automation system; you can choose from two different WHEATSTONE series
control surfaces (D-5.1 or D-9) , each specially configured for production room, on -

air or remote truck applications. We also provide a full complement of Ethernet
protocol remote router control panels, as well as a complete family of plug-in

modules that interface the routing system to existing Wheatstone
digital and analog standalone consoles.

The D9 is
Compact yet Powerful:
It can route, generate and monitor 5.1
surround signals and produce simultaneous 5.1 and
stereo master signals for your dual broadcast chain.
The console also provides extensive, rapid communication
paths throughout your entire Bridge system. Motorized
faders and control setting storage and recall make show -

to -show transitions fast, easy and accurate.

Wheatstone Knows Live Audio. The D-5.1 is loaded with
MXMs, foldbacks, and clear easy -to -read displays. You'll have all
the power you need when the news breaks! Its intuitive layout
helps your operators work error -free, and it can handle and

generate all the 5.1 content and simultaneous stereo
capability any large or medium market station could need.

the digital audio leaders
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857 / sales@wheatstone.corn

vvvvvv. wheats -tor -1e _corn
Made in USA Copyright 0 2003 by Wheatstone Corporation



If Only Managing Digital
Assets Were This Simple.

Make quick work of managing your station's media assets. Harris Media Asset Management solutions allow you to transform

analog and digital media into an integrated digital library that offers fast search -and -retrieve access to exactly what you want, when

you want it. It's a scalable and modular solution that grows with you, allowing you to add features and

0 }}} functionality as required. So you can ingest, index, find and retrieve with the click of a mouse.

It's a proven system Harris has developed through our decade -long experience in maximizing

media assets around the globe. And that can have a simply amazing effect on speed and efficiency throughout your operation.

For more information about the simple -yet -powerful range of Media Asset Management solutions, call 1-408-990-8200, or visit us

on-line at www.broadcast.harris.com/automation.

www.broadcast.harris.com



This is technology you can touch.

AirSpeed'", a revolutionary new breed

of broadcast video server, accelerates

your I/O by providing immediate access

to incoming feeds. Affordable, reliable

AirSpeed systems scale easily and

play to air within moments of editing

the story - with an interface you

already know how to use. Call your

Avid broadcast sales manager today

or visit www.avid.com/airspeed.

BEcaL

Photo: Sogecabie Javier Serrano. ©2004 Avid Technolo-3y, Inc. All rights reserved. Product features, pecific ns, system requirements, and availability are subject to change without notice. AirSc
of their respective owners.



Avid Broadcast Solutions

BE first.
SE it's only nEws oncE.

From ingest to playout, nothing stands in the way of a great story.

To be a leader, you have to stay on top of the news, the competition, and the

latest technology. That's why Avid has become a leading choice of news

organizations around the world for innovative editing, media asset

4111/ management, networking, storage, and newsroom systems. Integrated,

all -digital, end -to -end broadcast solutions from Avid continue to set the

pace in versatility, reliability, and price/performance, so broadcasters

can focus on today's news - and not worry about tomorrow's technology.

Amake manage MOVE I media- VI
1,/ id and make manage move I media are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Avid Technology. Inc. in the United States and/o other countries. All other trademarks contained herein are the property
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STUDER
Vista 8 Digital Audio
Console

You're live,
totally in control...

The Studer Vista 8 with its unique,
world -leading Vistonics® user interface
ensures fast, intuitive console operation

- the key to trouble free broadcasts.

The Vistonics concept of "where you look
is where you control" marries the familiar
feel of analog consoles with the powerful
control features found on today's digital
consoles.

and with the extra security of a fully redundant control system
With any live broadcast situation, redundancy is essential to ensure
constant 24/7 operation. In addition to RAID drives, redundant power
supplies throughout, and reserve DSP that engages automatically
as needed, the Vista 8 also offers the security of a second complete
control system. In the unlikely event of a control system problem,
the operator can switch to this back-up system. Most impertantly,
operation resumes exactly as before, because all settings are
constantly mirrored.

VISTA
DIG( n SYSTEM

With all this, plus legendary Studer sound quality, Virtual Surround
Panning, superb EQ and Dynamics, per channel Delay, internal
Reverbs, flexible configuration and routing, and more, it's no
wonder that broadcasters around the world are specifying Vista
Digital Mixing Systems for their mission -critical applications.

www.studer.ch STUDER
professional 44410

Harman Pro North America, 8500 Balboa Blvd., Northridge CA 91329
Tel: 1-866-406-2349  Fax: 818-920-3208  E-mail: studer-usa@harman.com H A Harman Mternatioral Company
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Vote and win
a freej,Itirt Alto

Name the winners of the
2003 Broadcast Engineering
Excellence Awards. (Hint:
check out our Web site.)
You need only list the
winners, not runners-up.
Readers with correct
responses will be entered
into a drawing for
Broadcast Engineering T-
shirts. Enter by e-mail. Title
your entry "Freezeframe-
December" in the subject
field and send it to:
editor©primediabusiness.com.
Correct answers received
by Feb. 1, 2005, are eligible
to win.
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To The Power of Maxell
Duff

"Work hard, play hard, and we do them both better than anyone." These are the

guiding words that Tom Duff and his partners live by at Optimus - a full service commercial

post -production house. Tom's a stickler for quality with an eye for creativity, and he's blown

away by the power and performance of Maxell Professional Media. "Maxell offers the

superior technologies we need to do our best work." That's why Tom and his people use

Maxell Digital Betacam, D-5, HDCAM and DVD. You can email Tom at tdufPoptixnus.corn.

To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 1.800.533.2836 or visit maxell.com.

OPT1MUS

maxell
Expanding Memory & Mobility

do
Op

Recordable Media Data Storage Portable Energy Technological Partnershipsilt
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H DTIrs
killer ap

ill Gates recently threw a Hollywood party
where he touted his3 company's latest ver-
sion of the Windows Media Center - the

convergence of TV and PC.
Yeah, right. The company's first attempt at a PC -based

entertainment system garnered fewer than 500,000
viewers.

How much do you want to bet that while he may talk
a good game, Mr. Gates doesn't watch entertainment
TV on a small PC screen while sitting at a desk?

Today's PC industry still thinks that people, especially
those who work in front of a PC all day, are going to
go home and sit in front of ANOTHER PC to watch
TV. How many times have the experts told them that's
not going to happen?

Okay, so maybe I'm not an expert, but I am a TV
viewer and I do sit in front a PC all day. Want to know
how I watch TV? In one of two ways: Either by listen-
ing to a 13in model sitting far away on the kitchen
counter while I do other things (in which case I would
argue I'm not watching TV at all) or by sitting in my
comfortable recliner directly in front of a 57in HDTV
with a snack and drink. Now, that's how you watch TV.

Continuing to stoke the PC fire, graphics card com-
pany ATI just released its new HDTV PCI receiver card.

Some in the media have called the HDTV -on -a -PC ap-
proach "HD's killer ap." The PC tuner card comes com-
plete with a "DTV antenna" (as opposed to an analog
TV antenna?). The card claims to receive HD signals
and display them along with stereo audio on your fa-
vorite PC.

One Associated Press technical writer reviewing the
product, was really impressed, saying, "On my stan-
dard television, I never noticed the cloud of dust that's
kicked up when a receiver catches a football on artifi-
cial turf. Or the beads of sweat on a forehead. Or
scratches on a helmet. [With HD] It's all there."

The writer also discovered that watching TV on a PC
doesn't have all those "hisses and hum so common to
standard TV."

What? If this guy is hearing "hisses and hum" on his
TV set, it must be an old RCA CT100. (For you younger
readers, that was RCA's first color TV set, released in
1954. It contained about 25 tubes.)

The writer did find a few faults with the PC solution.
"Oddly, the remote control doesn't have an obvious
way of turning on the DTV program. It is possible,
however, to program a button to do the job."

I guess he's saying it doesn't have an on/off switch.
It's probably behind an icon marked "Start."

One other apparent shortcoming for this so-called
"HD killer ap" is that the tuner card won't accept cable
or satellite signals.

The writer concludes saying, "Though the included
software falls short, the entire package shows there may
be a bright, clear future for the entertainment PC. Just
this week, Microsoft announced that its Windows
Media Center 2005 software will support HDTV. It
might just have the resources to do the software right."

Wanna bet?
I don't think broadcasters need fear that their audi-

ences are going to rush to the PC screen to catch the
11 p.m. news.

editorial director

Send comments to:  editor©rimediabusiness.com  www.broadcastengineering.com
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IMAGING XVP-80 1 i
UNIVERSAL PROCESSOR UP/DOWN/CROSS CONVERTER

HD 10801

HD 720p lit

SD

Any format in. Your formats out.
If you need to work with multiple HD formats and SD or are running a hybrid
HD/SD facility, then you'll really like our new XVP-801i processor card.

It can automatically detect the input video format, and perform the up and
down conversion and processing necessary to maintain two simultaneous
outputs, one HD and the other SD, in your chosen station formats.

Working in 1080i but receiving material in 720p? No problem, the
built in cross version will take care of it.

This single, affordable module offers high -quality up, down,
aspect ratio, and HD cross conversion, as well as HD/SD signal
processing, frame synchronization, and 16 -channel audio processing.

So if you're looking for more intelligent interfacing solutions, call Miranda.

Miranda Technologies
Tel.: 514.333.1772 - ussales@miranda.com
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Digital legal video level
In digital video, eight bits quantize

256 different levels.
The digital video uses values between

16 and 235 for video 0-100IRE.
Zero through 16 and 235 through

255 are overhead.
You said that the legal values for

video are 0-100 (700mV); does that
mean that levels higher than 100 are
illegal in digital?

Is the -7-0 overhead 100-109IRE
only a protection area that we should
never use for video?

Is it a good pratice to set the white
clipper at 100IRE for a digital camera
integrated in a digital studio?

CLAUDE LESSARD

Michael Robin responds:
First, in dealing with component

analog video we do not use the IRE
notation. That is used strictly with
analog composite NTSC. We express
analog signal levels in mV. Levels 1 to
16 (-47.19mV to OmV) and 235 to 254

(700mV to 763.13mV)
allow for misadjusted or
drifting analog video
signal levels, as well as
for possible overshoot
and undershoot of ana-
log signals. Levels below
1 and above 254 are not
digitized, which results
in clipping. Setting the
camera clipping level to
peak white (i.e. 254 or
763.13mV) would be
duplicating the follow-
ing digital equipment
function so I don't think
it is necessary. However,
it would not hurt.

A la carte
Harry,
I read with great inter-

est your article in this
month's [September] is-

sue of Broadcast Engineering. As a reli-
gious program producer, I am greatly
concerned at the impact a la carte avail-
ability would do to the religious pro-
gramming market. Statistics show that
while many enjoy the benefits of reli-
gious programming when offered
through bundled channel options, few
would be willing to pay higher charges
for specific channels dedicated to car-
rying such programming. Not only that,
but the higher rates cable outlets charge
for such channels would reflect rate in-
creases religious programmers would be
forced to pay for such time slot avail -
abilities. Religious programmers have
had their hands tied long enough with-
out the further injury of restricted or
higher -priced cable outlets.

REV. RON LAMBROS

REHOBOTH BAPTIST CHURCH

Harry Martin responds:
Ron Lambros' comments represent

the views of many specialized cable
programmers, who feel they will be

left behind if the FCC requires a la
carte program packaging.

Currently, there is a notice of inquiry
outstanding on this issue, but no spe-
cific rules have been proposed. Natu-
rally, the cable industry is solidly against
the proposal and has produced studies
showing that cable rates would go up
and diversity would be diminished if it
were adopted. On the other hand, Con-
gress has expressed a strong interest in
a la carte as a way to reduce cable rates.
That is what drove the commission to
institute the inquiry proceeding.

Under these circumstances, my
crystal ball says that the FCC will de-
lay the matter as long as it can, give it
serious consideration but then drop
it. Others may have other opinions;
no one really knows how this issue
will come out. BE

September Freezeframe:

In September, we asked readers to
submit nominations for the most
unusual, distinguished or confusing
names for television -related
products.

Winners:

Paul Byers, Sony PetaFile
Frank Felker, CEL Maurice
Tom Cupp, Accom Dveous digital
effects; Spider Pod, Scorpion Pod

Test your knowledge!
See the Freezeframe question of the

month on page 8 and enter to win
a Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.

Send answers to bdick@primediabusiness.com

Vote and Win! Vsunwee
.4P

Vote online for
BroadcastEngineering's

Fourth Annual
Excellence Awards

See our Web site for details

re,e .p,rrwwrr

/fairy 4

wwwbroadcastengineering.corn
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SONY.

Installs at lengths up to 10m.

New Faithful.
For years, an entire industry has been faithful to Sony PVM monitors. But now there's
something better. Sony LUMA" series LCD monitors are dramatically more space
efficient. More energy efficient. More flexible. Impervious to flicker and less vulnerable
to ambient light. LUMA monitors have the faithful pictures, brightness, contrast, color
depth and viewing angle you expect from Sony. Plus Multi -Format Signal Support,
Area Markers, Blue -Only and other production features that video professionals require.

And Sony offers a choice of 32, 23 and 17 -inch widescreen or 21 -inch' 4:3 sizes. Sony

LUMA" monitors. The all -new way to keep the faith.

VISIT WWW.SONY.COM/LUMA

Protect your investment with a Sony SupportNET" Service Contract. Call 1-800-304-7533.

LIKE NO OTHER"
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Will your
next PC be an
affordable D'TV?
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

It is hard to ignore the reality that
TVs and PCs are looking more
and more similar as the compo-

nent technologies from which they are
built rapidly converge.

It is also no coincidence that the same
companies are increasingly making
graphics subsystems for PCs and com-
ponents for the consumer electronics
(CE) industry. In some cases, the same
company makes graphics subsystems for
TVs and set -top boxes and supplies the
tuner chips required to receive ATSC
broadcasts and connect to digital cable
systems. One such company is ATI Tech-
nologies. ATI acquired NxtWave Com-
munications in 2002, about the time
NxtWave was claiming they had solved
the ATSC reception problem.

As it turns out, over -the -air DTV
reception may not have been the most
important problem to solve. Reaching
an agreement between the CE indus-

try and the cable industry to make new
DTV receivers digital cable -ready
(DCR) may turn out to be more im-
portant in today's marketplace. These
industries finally reached an agree-
ment on one-way digital cable com-
patibility last year. Shortly thereafter,

But this position may soon be chal-
lenged if OTA reception turns out to
be more important than being digital
cable -ready. Several companies have
announced intentions to use the fifth -
generation ATSC receiver chip devel-
oped by LG Electronics. Recently, the

It is hard to ignore the reality that TVs and PCs are

looking more and more similar as their component

technologies rapidly converge.

the FCC added the provision that any
new DCR set must also include an
ATSC receiver.

ATI was ready with a single QAM/
VSB tuner chip for commercially avail-
able integrated DCR HDTVs. Of the
11 CE companies that have announced
digital cable -certified HDTV sets, nine
rely on ATI's NXT series components.

: ! / ;  : , I"i it II. HI II
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SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce www.commerce.gov

Sinclair Broadcast Group announced
that they were going to start promot-
ing DTV broadcasts, in large measure
because they believe that the fifth -gen-
eration receiver has finally made recep-
tion of ATSC broadcasts reliable, even
in difficult multipath environments.
USDTV is currently developing set -top
boxes for their subscription DTV ser-
vice using the new LG chips. Products
using the new chips are expected to
reach the market next spring.

All of this provides digital broadcast-
ers with renewed hope that the DTV
transition is finally beginning to move
in the right direction. There is even
more encouragement when one walks
through the aisle of the TV depart-
ments in specialty CE and mass -mar-
ket retailers. There, one can find af-
fordable HDTV receivers, not to men-
tion a rapidly growing number of op-
tions for displaying HDTV content.
For example, a 30in-screen Sanyo
HDTV or a 27in Samsung HDTV with
integrated ATSC tuners can be pur-
chased for less than $699.

According to salespeople, however,
these are not the sets that most people
are buying - and for good reason.
They have relatively small screens in

14 broadcastengineering.com DECEMBER 2004
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huge cabinets because they are built
around direct view CRTs. By defini-
tion, HD is a big screen viewing expe-
rience, and that is what most people
are buying.

The salespeople will also tell you that
consumers are not buying many HD
products with integrated DCR/ATSC
receivers. As of July, the FCC man-

dated that 50 percent
of all new receivers
larger than 36in must
include an ATSC re-
ceiver. More than two-
thirds of the big screen
sets ordered by retailers
for this Christmas sea-
son are still HD -capable

Over
946,080,000 seconds

of precision timing

WHEN you require the best, most accurate in precision
timing look only to ESE. Designed for "Precision
Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have
been the industry standard for over three decades.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency
accuracy - all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog
slave clocks, as well as interface with video and/or computer
based systems. Call or visit our web site for more details.

 3 -Year Warranty 

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

000

PC or TV? Sharp's 23in HD -ready TV
can be used as a PC display. Apple's
G5 iMAC puts the computer and DVD
drive inside the display. Photos cour-
tesy Sharp and Apple.

monitors without digital tuners.
Recently, the Consumer Electronics

Association and the Consumer Elec-
tronics Retailers Coalition petitioned
the FCC to change the next phase of
the DTV receiver mandate schedule.
The schedule calls for 50 percent of
sets between 25in and 36in to include
an ATSC tuner starting in July 2005;
100 percent as of July 2006. But the
CE industry wants to eliminate the 50
percent requirement and move the
date up to March 2006 for 100 per-
cent of sets this size. They reason that,
given the choice, consumers will
choose the cheaper monitors without
digital tuners. While this appears to be
a cooperative gesture, in reality it
would give the CE industry another
year to sell the cheap mid -sized NTSC
receivers that still dominate the mar-
ket in terms of unit volumes.

PC or TV?
LCD panels are all the rage in the

world of PCs. The units are slim, the
images are sharp and the prices are
falling as new manufacturing capac-
ity is ramping up to meet demand.
One of those demands is to turn LCD
panels into TVs - to replace the
smaller sets that are common in U.S.
homes. LCD panels are growing wider,
both for PC and TV applications. And,
when the size reaches 20in or larger,
they typically offer HDTV resolution.

Another way of looking at this is to say

1 6 broadcastengineering.com DECEMBER 2004
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that the display requirements for a PC
and an HDTV are converging, if they
have not done so already. The major dif-
ference is the distance one sits from the
screen. As PC displays grow past 20in,
they become large enough to watch
comfortably at TV viewing distances.
Microsoft is trying to turn the home

PC into the media center that drives
the big screen in the family room. You
will soon see ads co -sponsored by
Microsoft and Intel, promoting the
advantages of the Media Center PC as
the hub of your home entertainment
systems. The purported advantages
include the ability to use the PC as a
PVR, a DVD recorder/player and a
digital jukebox with all of your favor-
ite music and digital photos.

Meanwhile the CE industry is trying
to add intelligence to the TV. Several
models of HDTV monitors now come
with slots for the various flash
memory cards used in digital cameras

and IEEE 1394 connections for digi-
tal camcorders and other components.
But the CE industry is moving more
slowly toward the kind of total inte-
gration being offered by the Media
Center PC concept. It's moving even
slower toward a computer -style
graphical interface to control home
entertainment systems.

The CE industry still favors the idea
of appliances that turn on instantly,
and do not crash or get sick from vi-
ruses. And they still want a home en-
tertainment system assembled from
multiple components.

The PC industry seems infatuated
with the home entertainment oppor-
tunity. This is not surprising because
the markets for PCs are flat. PCs have
become just another mass-produced
commodity. Manufacturers including
Dell, Gateway and HP now have TV
product groups (see Web links). HP
is moving aggressively into the CE

space with Media Center PCs, TVs and
a range of related products, including
an HP -branded Apple iPod portable
music player.

Apple just announced the Photo
iPod, which stores both music and
digital photos. The tiny player can
hook directly to a TV to present slide
shows with music. Ironically, while
Apple has been involved in the devel-
opment of many of the technologies
that are common to both CE and PC
products (e.g. FireWire [IEEE 1394]
and Wi-Fi) the company seems reluc-
tant to push the Media Center concept
at this time. Instead, Apple seems to
be slowly transforming itself into a CE
company, which is less threatening to
potential partners in the CE industry.

The Apple G5 iMac and the Sharp
IT-23M1U LCD IT -TV demonstrate
just how blurred the lines are becom-
ing between PC and TV. The new
iMacs look very much like the rows of

TIME . . .

FLOW

WORKS AS FAST
AS YOUR NEWS

rim% 1111
-`-trbilka

...an efficient digital newsroom
process that was intuitive, easy
tc learn, and customized for the
way we do business."
Allen Finne
Di-ector of Engineering for KLRT

All Digital Tapeless Newsroom Solution
The Video Technics NewsFlow is a reliable,
open -architecture, turnkey digital newsroom
so. ution that incorporates ingest/playout servers,
editors, browsers, and central media storage.

VIOSO
TECHNICS

1

Call Video Technics to learn how
you can afford to dramatically
improve your news production
with NewsFlow.

404.327.9300
www.newsflow.tv
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D wnl

cn LCD TVs now found in the TV de-
partments of many retailers. The com-
puter is integrated within a 17in or 20

111!
ATI Technologies

www.ati.com/products/dtv.html
Microsoft Media Center PC

www.microsoft.com/
windowsxp/experiencemore/
default.mspx

HP TVs

h30015.www3.hp.com/hp_dec/
entertainment/meetl.asp

Dell TVs
wwwl.us.dell.com/content/
productscategory.aspx/
tvs?c=us&cs=19&1=en&s=dhs

G atewayTVs
www.gateway.com/home/ce/
tv index.shtml

HP Digital Entertainment Systems
www.shopping.hp.com/webapp/
shopping/generic_
category.do?storeName=
storefronts&landing=entertain
ment&categorrentertainment
systems&catLevel=1

Apple iMac
www.apple.com/itnac/

Sharp LCD IT -TV

www.sharpsystems.com/
products/Ic d monitors/
lcd tv monitors/it-23m1u/

in widescreen LCD display. The dis-
plays are about 2in thick. The 20in
model offers 1440x900 resolution.
About the only thing the new iMac
does not include is a TV tuner.

The new Sharp LCD IT -TV takes PC/
TV convergence in an interesting new
direction. The 23in widescreen panel
offers 1366x768 resolution, a built-in

the most part, they are just buying
monitors with the assumption that the
best way to future -proof their pur-
chase is to add tuners and other com-
ponents that can be replaced easily as
the technology evolves.

The PC industry may be barking up
the wrong tree by trying to take con-
trol of the big screen in the family

The notion of the family gathering around

the electronic hearth during pnme time
is all but forgotten.

analog TV tuner and all of the inter-
faces needed for video components, in-
cluding HD sources. The most inter-
esting twist is that it is an instant -on
TV that can also be used as a PC moni-
tor. The only thing missing is the PC.

If it is not obvious already, there
must be some convergence going on
here. The question is: Where is the
convergence happening? The Internet
has been abuzz lately about this sub-
ject. Type the word convergence into
Google search engine and you will get
more than 9 million hits.

PC -centric early adopters are yawn-
ing. They have been cobbling together
media centers with PVRs and other
functions for years. However, main-
stream HDTV buyers are skeptical. For

room. Thanks in part to the prolifera-
tion of cheap TVs in our homes, and
to the "up close and personal" nature
of PCs, we have become a nation of
personal media consumers. The no-
tion of the family gathering around
the electronic hearth during prime
time is all but forgotten in a medium
that is now driven by highly targeted
demographic audiences.

All this makes me wonder if the next
PC many folks buy will be their first
DTV receiver. BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube labs and he hosts and moderates
OpenDTV Forum.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

cbirkmaier@primediabusiness.com

The Signal
Processing RouterTM

Ilward-winning multi-format router
with built-in Signal Processing Technology'"" (SPT)

Xenon's plug-in SPT modules let you bring additional hardware functions into the router, saving

money and rack space while simplifying system design

SPT modules include: Channel Branding Master Control Quad Split Embedded Audi

:one: o ree
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BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

DVCPRO P2 is off to a fast start and

Panasonic wants to thank the television

stations across the country that have

made P2 purchases. In addition, P2 keeps

getting faster thanks to Panasonic's P2

Alliance Partners. By making the

conscious decision to partner with

virtually all NLE system developers, P2

is evolving quickly and is supported by

a wide range of applications. Discover

what news professionals are finding out:

the faster you get P2, the better.

P PINNACLE,

DAYA N G
Production Automation Archiving Networking

e LEITCH

Avid
Grass valley

A 0 'THOMSON BRAND

KRON-TV, San Francisco, CA
New York 1, New York, NY
KWCH-TV, Wichita, KS
WKRG-TV, Mobile, AL
Entravision Station Group
KALB-TV, Alexandria, LA
KCBD-TV, Lubbock, TX
KFOX-TV, El Paso, TX
KFTV-TV, Fresno, CA
KIRO-TV, Seattle, WA
KTNV-TV, Las Vegas, NV
KTRE-TV, Lufkin, TX
KTVI-TV, St. Louis, MO
KTVU-TV, Oakland, CA
KXLN-TV, Houston, TX
Tamberelli-Rental, New York, NY

WNYW-TV, New York, NY
WPXI-TV, Pittsburgh, PA
WBNS-TV, Columbus, OH
WDEF-TV, Chattanooga, TN
WEWS-TV, Cleveland, OH
Wexler Rental, Los Angeles, CA
WFLA-TV, Tampa, FL
WFTV-TV, Orlando, FL
WHIO-TV, Dayton, OH
WJBF-TV, Augusta, GA
WLOX-TV, Biloxi, MS
WNYO-TV, Buffalo, NY
WSOC-TV, Charlotte, NC
WTOV-TV, Stubenville, OH
WTVQ-TV, Lexington, KY
WWOR-TV, Secaucus, NJ

Find out more at www.panasonic.com/p2 or 1-800-528-8601. Panasonic ideas for life



D'TV transition
schedule set
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

The deadline for filing FCC
Form 381, the Pre -Election
Certification Form, was Nov.

5. That was the first step in the DTV
conversion plan outlined in the FCC's
September DTV Transition Order.
This article describes portions of the
Transition Order and the important
upcoming deadlines.
The commission will require broad-

casters to fully implement the Pro-
gram System and Informational Pro-
tocol (PSIP) by Feb. 1, 2005. PSIP is
data transmitted with the digital sig-
nal that provides the DTV receiver
with information about the number
of channels being broadcast and the
programming on each channel. Also,
PSIP transmits the content advisories
necessary for the use of the V -chip and
to make viewers aware of program-
ming ratings.

For licensees affiliated with the top
four networks, which are assigned to
the top 100 television markets, per-
manent, full -power DTV facilities
must be operational by July 1, 2005.
Those licensees that will be operat-
ing DTV facilities on channels other
than their originally assigned DTV
channels will be required to provide

Dateline
Television stations in Arkansas,

Louisiana and Mississippi must file
their renewal applications, biennial
ownership reports and EEO
program reports on or before Feb.
1, 2005.

Feb. 1, 2005, is the start date for
pre -filing renewal announcements
for TV stations in Indiana, Kentucky
and Tennessee.

Feb. 1, 2005, also is the deadline
for DTV stations to fully implement
PSIP (see text above).

service to at least 100 percent of the
viewers specified as receiving NTSC
service in the 1997 DTV Table of Al-
lotments. Top 100 network stations
not built out by July 1 will lose inter-
ference protection beyond their then -
current DTV facilities.
All other commercial and noncom-

mercial stations have one additional
year - until July 1, 2006 - to complete

ecute their pending applications, and
the commission will permit licensees
to request permission to construct
non -checklist facilities by the Aug. 4,
2005; deadline.

The commission eliminated the re-
quirement that licensees air the same
programming on their DTV chan-
nel as on their NTSC channel. It rea-
soned that such requirements might

The commission eliminated the requirement that
licensees air the same programming on their DTV

as on their NTSC channel

DTV construction. Those licensees
that will not operate on their current
digital channels will be required to
serve 80 percent of the number of
NTSC viewers specified as receiving
service in the 1997 DTV Table of Al-
lotments. (While financial hardship
waivers will be considered, they will
require strong supporting evidence
and will undergo strict scrutiny.)

To the extent that viewer numbers
come into play, the commission will
update the population figures with
2000 census information, but will base
the "population served" figures on the
facility specified in the 1997 DTV
Table of Allotments.

The commission will apply the chan-
nel election and build -out require-
ments to satellite stations. In addition,
those licensees with blocked DTV con-
struction permit applications, either
due to international concerns or
pending maximization applications,
will be required to file a checklist ap-
plication and construct their replica-
tion facilities by Aug. 4, 2005. Those
licensees will not lose the right to pros -

impede the development of new
digital programming.

The commission adopted require-
ments that licensees follow the same
station ID rules for their DTV station
as are applicable to the NTSC station.
This information will be included in
the PSIP data that is transmitted with
the DTV signal.

The commission acknowledged the
support of parties for developing
rules to permit licensees to place syn-
chronized transmitters throughout
their service area to fill in gaps and
for more efficient use of the spec-
trum. The agency also pledged to
open a separate fast -track proceeding
to address this matter, and directed
the staff to adopt conservative stan-
dards to process requests on a case -
by -case basis in the meantime. BE

Harry C. Martin is president of the Federal
Communications Bar Association and a
member of Fletcher, Heald and Hildreth
PLC, Arlington, VA.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

harry_martin@primediabusiness.com
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TOTAL SOLUTION
TOTAL COMIIITMENT

THE NEW COMPLETE NETWORKING SYSTEM
FOR BROADCASTERS
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HYDRA
AUDIO NETWORKING

In a modern broadcast environment the key to maximum efficiency is flexibiltty

Hydra gives you exactly that.

Calrec's new Hydra audio networking system provides broadcasters with a

very cost-effectve infrastructure for sharing and controlling I/O resources

across a network of digital consoles.

Built on gigabit Ethernet technology the Hydra audio system provides a

highly rel.asle and user hendly system with a very hign bandwidth and a

clear evoficionary path.

MI Gigabit Ethernet fabric provides a cost
effectve and reliable infrastructure

IN Very high bandwidth

Hydra ulaxiniises studio flexibility by integrating the widest range of
broadcast specific digital mixing consoles via a resilient industry standard
networking technology.

Potential cost benefits are significant Cat -6 cabling reduces -wiring and
installation costs, and a reduction in router size is achieved as all sources
and console outputs are available to the whole network.

Hydra ties together any combination of Calrec's three advanced, field -
proven digital broadcast consoles to give you a whole new way of looking
at tie way you work.

Up to 256 bi-directional cdnannels

Fibre or copper connections

CALREC AUDIO LTD. NUTCLOUGH MILL, HEBDEN BRIDGE, WEST YORKSHIRE, HX7 8E1, UK TEL: 01144 1422 842159 EMAIL ersquiries@calrec.com WEE: www.calrec.com

South and Mid West States - TEL: (61S) 871 009-4 EMAIL: ericj@redwoodweb.corri

North Easi States and Canada -- TEL: (212) 586 7376 EMAIL dsimon@istudioconsultarsts.com

Western States - TEL: (818) 841 3004 EMAIL: jschalkr@audiospec.com
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Compression
basics: Impairments
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

The new digital architectures,
like MPEG compression,
pose a new set of problems

and failure modes. The tools devel-
oped for the evaluation of analog
video are inadequate for the com-
pressed digital world. The multitude
of independent factors that contrib-
ute to picture quality in the digital and
analog domains differ greatly. Among
the MPEG variables affecting the pic-
ture quality are:
 The data rate.
 The use of I, P and B frames.
 The number and types of frames
between I frames.
 The field/frame adaptive prediction.
 The method of motion estimation
and compensation.
 The slice size.
 The buffer size.

Intra-frame coding
impairments
CCIR Report 1089 proposes a clas-

sification of the impairments asso-
ciated with bit -rate reduction tech-
niques. It is possible to classify the
types of impairments associated
with intra-frame coding broadly as
follows:
 Slope overload: The rise time of the
original signal cannot be matched and,
therefore, edges are blurred.
 Edge business: The precise continu-
ity of an edge in the original signal
cannot be matched and, therefore, the
edges appear noisy.
 Contouring: The uniformity or the
monotonicity of the original signal
cannot be matched and, therefore,
a layering effect occurs (contour-
ing effects).
 Granular noise: Finely detailed por-
tions of the picture - for example,
those below a threshold level - are
not available, and the picture has a
noisy appearance as a result.
 Blocking: The underlying block struc-
ture appears.

Most purchases in 2005 will be under $2500

More than
$5000

S2500
to S4999

$1000
to $2499

Under
$1000 z z /

0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18%

U.S. studios/facilities

SOURCE: TrendWatch www.trendwatch.com

Inter -frame coding
impairments
I he following types of impairment
may occur due to temporal prediction
inaccuracy:
 Temporal slope overload: Edges of
fast-moving objects cannot be
matched and, therefore, become
blurred during movement.
 Granularity and edge busyness:
Fine -detailed areas in movement ex-
hibit granular noise effects and edge
business.

The following types of impairment
may occur as the result of temporal
subsampling:
 Jerkiness: The smoothness of move-
ment cannot be matched by the com-
pression system, resulting in discon-
tinuities in moving sequences.
 Temporal aliasing: High temporal
frequency components are folded
back.
 Loss of resolution in moving pic-
tures: Spatial resolution is reduced
during movement.

Subjective tests
ITU-R BT.500 sets the standard for

subjective measurements. It introduces
several new concepts detailed below:
 Double stimulus impairment scale
(DSIS): The observers are shown mul-
tiple reference scene/degraded scene
pairs. The reference scene is always
shown first, followed by the degraded
scene. The picture quality is assessed
using a five -level impairment grading
as follows:

1 - Very annoying
2 - Annoying
3 - Slightly annoying
4 - Perceptible but not annoying
5 - Imperceptible

 Double stimulus continuous quality
scale (DSCQS): The observers are
shown multiple scene pairs with the
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Please stand by.

D1 Pipeline - Audio/Video Delay System
Up to 30 Seconds

Designed and engineered for control.

Avoid the high costs associated with unexpected on -air "wardrobe

malfunctions," explicit language, or colorful gestures... learn from the

valuable two -second lesson that set off an intense media blitz that

changed the broadcast industry.

Setting the new performance standards for

the broadcasting industry.

Trust the experts.

Tel (408) 867-6519
Fax (408) 926-7294
www.primeimageinc.com

Performance by definition.

 Up to 10 seconds
delay standard

 10 -bit video
processing

 Primary and auxiliary/
alternate video inputs

 24 -bit audio processing

 AES/EBU digital or
analog audio

 4 auxiliary/alternate
audio inputs r

 Audio and video can be
switched together or
independently

 Fits in standard 2U -high
rack space
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reference and degraded
scenes randomly first. The
picture quality is assessed on
a continuous quality scale
from excellent to bad. Each
scene of the pair is assessed
separately but with reference
to the other scene in the pair.
Analysis is based on the dif-
ference in rating for each pair rather
than the absolute values.
 Single stimulus methods: Multiple
scenes are shown separately. There are
two approaches:

* SS: With no repetition of test
scenes.

* SSMR: The test scenes are re-
peated multiple times.

Three different assessment methods
are used as follows:

* Adjectival: The five impairment
grading levels are used, but half -
grades may also be allowed.

* Numerical: An 11 grade numeri-
cal scale is used.

* Non -categorical: A continuous
scale with no numbers or a large
range of 0 to 100 is used.

 Stimulus comparison method: This
method uses two well -matched and
calibrated monitors. The differences
between scene pairs are scored in one
of two ways:

* Adjectival: A seven -grade (+3 to
-3 scale) is used. It is labeled as
follows:

+3 Much better
+2 Better
+1 Slightly better

0 The same
-1 Slightly worse
-2 Worse
-3 Much worse

* Non -categorical: A con-
tinuous scale with no
numbers is used.

 Single stimulus continuous
quality evaluation (SSCQE):
Instead of separate test scenes, a pro-
gram is continuously evaluated over a
period of 10 to 20 minutes. Data is
taken on a continuous scale every few
seconds.

Subjective tests work well in devel-
opment laboratories and pre -purchase

Source signal

MPEG codec

MPEG
encoder

Digital transmission link MPEG
decoder

Degraded signal

Measuring
system

Figure 1. Picture comparison test setup

system evaluations. Among the advan-
tages of subjective tests are:
 Valid tests results are obtained for both
conventional and compressed systems.
 A scalar mean opinion score (MOS)
is obtained, which works well over a
wide range of still and moving picture
applications.

Subjective tests, however, have several
important disadvantages. Such tests:
 require the selection and screening
of many observers;
 require knowledgeable and meticu-
lous setup and control of equipment
and demonstrations;
 require a wide variety of possible
methods;
 are time-consuming;
 do not lend themselves to opera-
tional monitoring, production testing
or troubleshooting; and
 produce variable results.

Objective test concepts
Because, in the end, it is the ob-

server's opinion of picture quality that

available devices usually compare a
signal before compression with the
resulting signal after decompression
and assign a quality rating similar to
the five -level CCIR quality assessment
method. There are three agreed -upon
objective methods of picture -quality
measurements, resulting in three lev-
els of measurement accuracy:
 Picture comparison method: As
shown in Figure 1, this approach com-
pares original and degraded source
video signals (for instance, SDI
4:2:2@270Mb/s), feeding the input of
the system under test (MPEG codec)
with the degraded signal obtained at
the output of the MPEG codec. This
method is accurate because it has com-
plete information about the original
and the degraded signal. This obvi-
ously requires that the test equipment
as well as the codec be available to the
test personnel, a situation encountered
in development laboratories. This test
method could be extrapolated to a test
situation where the MPEG encoder

Source signal

MPEG codec

MPEG
encoder

Feature
extraction

Digital transmission link

Feature
comparison

MPEG
decoder

Feature
extraction

Impairment
parameters

Degraded signal

Figure 2. Feature extraction test setup

counts, any objective test system must
have a good correlation with subjec-
tive test results of the same video sys-
tem and test sequences. Various manu-
facturers have developed proprietary
objective picture -quality analysis
(PQA) methods and equipment. The

and the MPEG decoder are not side -
by -side and, indeed, not in the same
geographical location. In this hypo-
thetical case, it is obvious that the
source signal would have to be made
available to the measuring equipment.
This would require an additional,
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System
Configuration

Made Easy

altar Can

The Eclipse digital matrix intercom gives you amazing
flexibility and responsiveness by combining a powerful
communications platform with a highly intuitive interface
and configuration program.

Just choose a station and the image appears on your PC
screen. Select labels, drag and drop on the desired keys,
and save your configuration. Up to 4 full -system configura-
tions can be stored in the Eclipse frame for rapid changes.

Other Eclipse benefits include:

 Amazing port density -36 ports in 1 -RU
Intelligent linking among Eclipse systems
Excellent audio with 24 -bit sampling

 LAN or Internet access to system frames
Built-in redundancy for failsafe use

Eclipse. News made easy.

Drag -and -drop system configuration changes are
fast and easy with Eclipse's intuitive software.

Clear-Com
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

© 2004 Clear -Corn Communication Systems I 4065 Hollis St, Emeryville, CA 94608, USA I 1: 510-496-6666 I www.clearcom.com
Photo of New York Network studios by Joe Schuyler.
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Source signal Digital transmission link

MPEG codec

MPEG
encoder

MPEG
decoder

Monitoring
system

Degraded signal

impairment
parameters

Figure 3. Single -ended test setup

separate signal path that would, by
necessity, introduce its own impair-
ments. These impairments would af-
fect the measurement reliability.

Feature extraction method: As
shown in Figure 2 on page 26, this ap-
proach extracts a reduced amount of
data from the input signal and com-
pares it with a similarly reduced
amount of data extracted from the
degraded signal obtained at the out-
put of the MPEG codec. The test
equipment compares the extracted
"features" and generates an impair-
ment measurement result. The input

feature data (several hundred bytes)
can be delivered from a remote loca-
tion to the measurement site using a
low -bandwidth data channel, thus
allowing the MPEG encoder and
the MPEG decoder to be in separate
locations.
 Single -ended testing method: As
shown in Figure 3, this approach ana-
lyzes the received signal for known
artifacts and other defects resulting
from transmission or the encoding
process. Among the impairments
tested are "blockiness" resulting from
the re -quantizing and variable length

coding (VLC) of the discrete
cosine transform (DCT)
coefficients.

Looking ahead
As more compressed digital

systems are installed, the need
for fast, accurate and reliable
subjective and objective test

methods will increase. This need is, and
will continue to be, met by ever more
sophisticated objective test equipment
relying on human vision models to
evaluate the picture quality. BE

Michael Robin, a fellow of the SMPTE and
former engineer with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.'s engineering headquar-
ters, is an independent broadcast
consultant located in Montreal, Canada.
He is co-author of DigitalTelevision
Fundamentals, published by McGraw-Hill
and translated into Chinese and Japanese.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

michael_robin@primediabusiness.com

GET CONNECTED
WITH OUR COMPLETE LINE OF SIGNAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Large Video and Audio Routers

144511CH

Regardless of whether your facility is large or small, new or old, digital or
aralog, we can provide a signal management system to address your current and
your future needs. High performance routing switchers from 16x16 to 2048x2048,
cost effective multi channel master control switchers, and flexible control systems
that seamlessly integrate it all. Get connected and stay connected with NVISION.

II -2l liar- se nese.
a OH e soli arse inions

WWI YSIRE 1111111111911111111-,,411.11 OS !s'a'ps
Flexible Router Control Systems

Masters in Digital Audio, Pioneers in HDTV

Compact Multi Format Routers

Multi Channel Master Control

89 - 20°
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lrtec rated workflow. Everyone claims they provide it. But dc they truly

deliver what your broadcast eivironment demands? Encoda does
witf i.s reliable, mission-critica transmission automation solutions
b3sec on acvanced LINUX® technology. Fully integrated asset man-

agement suoports near y al ex sting and emerging industry -netadata

stand3rds.1 e it all together with er d -

to -end broadcast -nonitoring and error

detection teat makes easy wzrk of
keeping a complex. multi-channe
ooeration Ike yours on -air. Frovei
success in 29 different couriries
representing mo-e than 4,030
cisinels demonstrates why t:day's
la rcjelt broadcasters rely on Encode

Aut:matior Solutions Grouo as their
trusted adv sor. To fir d out mare, visit

www.encodasystems.com/wo-kflow

Encoda Systems.

"4edia Management &Automation Solutions

Plane Norti America: 1 366 L7E 9188 Sydney: 61 2 9975 9700 EMEA 44 1256 37900C

E icoia C Soutleri Cross Broadcasting, Australia

ASSETS:
4site:
25 clainels

ISS ON:
Geryrelizatior
Irnprove ROI
!morrow.- on-ai - quait

SOU- T1ON:
Elccda Autornatio
D-Seri.s""

Dserie711W

Raoul Prideaux, Southern Cross Broadcastiig
Director of Engineering and Technology

"With the rollout of digital television in Australia, we

were facet with eithe- rebuiding our 4 regional television

stations scattered across eastern Australia or completely

rethinking our workf ow and centralize. We knee.

centralizing could save signJicant capital and operating

Ar d after consicering all major automation vendors, it became clear that Encoda

Dif xad Ls the features and rock -solid performance we ieedei for our style of regional

3ff I ate operation. Bet:er still, they provided the flexibil ty to configure multiple synchronous

se+ edules on one screen. The D -Sexes au-omat on solution has not only performed to our

?.xpac-aiions, but so too has the after -sale support and training." Mission accomplished.



SONY

HDemystified.
"We wanted to stay on the forefront of HD, but being a public
station made it difficult," says Connecticut Public Television's VP

of broadcast operations, Haig Papasian. The answer was a Sony

HD Select- system. "Sony was very helpful. They're not in just one

area of the television business. They're in all of it. Sony and our

system integrator worked very well together to help us. I've never

met a bunch of more agreeable, willing -to -work -for -you guys."

Jay Whitsett, vice president of programming, agrees. "Some

products at NAB are just vaporware. Not so with the Sony gear.

When we did shootouts, we'd bring in a variety of vendors but

Sony always came out on top. And I will ditto that on the service

part, which has been excellent. They bend over backwards."

If your own HD challenges extend beyond the box, go with a total

HD solution from the company best qualified to provide it. An HD

Select system from Sony.

To learn about the HD Select Program and to
find out how you can download five free songs,

VISIT WWW.SONY.COM/HDSELECT1
OR CALL YOUR SONY REPRESENTATIVE TODAY.
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g Video
servers
BY BRAD GILMER

If you have video servers in your
plant, you probably have not
thought about how the video

and audio are actually stored in the
device. I am no expert on video server
internals, but I know that there is a lot
happening behind the scenes. And I
predict big changes in the not -too -dis-
tant future.

First, let's look at the issues behind
storing video and audio on disk. In-
coming video is isochronous, which
means that devices streaming video
into a server cannot be told to wait
while the server does something else.
The server must always be ready to ac-
cept an incoming stream. Once it has
accepted the stream, the server must
continue to accept it at a
continuous data rate. And
video comes in at high data
rates: 270Mb/s for serial
digital and approximately
135Mb/s for converted
NTSC. These requirements
make things interesting for
equipment designers.

Servers have to be able to
handle a constant stream
of high-speed data. How-
ever, all computers need
time to perform various
housekeeping tasks. For
example, hard drives used
to have to perform an oc-
casional temperature cali-
bration (t -cal) to be sure
the heads and the spinning
disk were properly aligned.
During the t -cal, the hard
drives would move the
heads to a known physical
location. Of course, if the
heads were in use at the
time, then the drive had to

stop writing data during the t -cal.
There are many other tasks comput-
ers still do regularly, including read-
ing from the keyboard and keeping up
with internal clocks. Traditional coin -

worked closely with disk manufactur-
ers to change the behavior of disks
themselves. They altered the micro-
code (the software on the disk inter-
face itself) to make the disks more

Unlike traditional computers, video servers cannot
be stopped momentarily to perform housekeeping

tasks without the application noticing.

puter designers generally assume that
they can stop the computer momen-
tarily to perform these tasks without
the user or application noticing. But
this is not the case with a video server.

To solve this problem, engineers

AAF/MXF
file

AAF/MXF
decapsulator

AAF/MXF
file

Server

Video
file

Audio
file

Metadata
file

Server

AAF/MXF
file

Figure 1. Most servers store video, audio and
data internally as separate files, even if they
arrive at the input of the server in one file.
Next -generation servers may store AAF/MXF
files internally as one file.

video -friendly (no t-cals, for ex-
ample). They also altered the way the
server operating systems worked so
that they would not have to put in-
coming streams on hold as often to
perform system tasks. Of course, it
was inevitable that the servers would
have to perform some system main-
tenance tasks. Engineers solved this
problem in two ways. First, they pro-
vided dedicated processors to service
the disk storage systems. That way, the
processor handling disk I/O would
not have to be interrupted to handle
other tasks, such as reading input
from the server's keyboard. Second,
the engineers designed disk buffers
that would allow the server to store
incoming data in a "bit bucket" so it
would not be lost while the system
performed essential system tasks.

When servers were designed initially,
disk subsystems did not have the
throughput to handle video. So some
designers put a matched pair of disks
on a single storage card and made
them look like a single disk. They al-
ternated writing first to one disk and
then the other, effectively doubling the
available throughput of the disk sub-
system. In some cases, they installed a
completely separate data bus dedi-
cated to moving high-speed video.
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We Don't Just Think About the Future of Broadcasting,
We Are the Future of Broadcasting.

character generators 

newsroom automation 

digital signage 

HDTV solutions 

master control branding 

video servers 

real-time 2D/3D graphics 

For almost 20 years, Inscriber has been a driving force in the television broadcasting

industry and has established a worldwide customer base of over 200,000 installations.

Inscriber's longstanding reputation for providing high quality, innovative products with

exceptional service and the ability to adapt to a changing market have been the power

behind Inscriber's success.

Inscriber is the future of broadcasting. Our Inca products for broadcast and post produc-

tion have set a new standard in on -air graphics capabilities. Based on breakthrough
technology developed by Inscriber, multi -layer graphics, effects and video playback are

achieved on a single channel. This is why innovative broadcasters like CBC/Radio-Canada

have selected Inscriber as their national supplier of character generator equipment.

InfoCaster, the digital signage solution for the next -generation of broadcasting, combines

the same quality graphics and ease of use as our traditional broadcast products with the

advanced network management needs of this dynamic field.

With these and other groundbreaking products, it is easy to see why customers like ABC,

NBC, CNN, CBC, BBC and Rogers Sportsnet trust Inscriber for their broadcast graphics

solutions.

See the future of broadcasting at www.inscriber.com, www.infocaster.tv
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The engineers behind these servers
O were extremely creative. They an -
O swered seemingly impossible de-
al mands and created a new class of stor-
e/ age device for broadcast. There is no
Z question that video servers have for-

ever changed the way television facili-
ties operate.

That said, video servers were hardly
- off -the -shelf computers, and users

paid quite a bit for the technology
that made them possible. Early serv-

o ers required carefully matched hard-- ware components, optimized micro-
code in the hard disks and special
operating system software.

Fast -forward a few years and today,
as you might expect, things have
changed dramatically. While video
servers are still not exactly off -the -
shelf items, manufacturers are cer-
tainly moving closer and closer to
using off -the -shelf components in
their servers. This trend will con-
tinue. You will still have to purchase
a purpose-built device for storing
professional quality video for some
time to come, but this device will be
built using commodity components
and operating systems.

The video server
of the future

So, what does the future hold? As
disks, processors and computer data
buses become faster, manufacturers
will not have to spend as much time

Metadata

Server

Database

101100
111011
110011

Video
Storage

Audio

444
AAF/MXF

file

Figure 2. New servers may read
metadata associated with AAF/MXF
files and store this data in a database.

only as an import/export model.
Manufacturers have typically"hidden"
the fact that they take AAF/MXF files
apart and store separate video and
audio files in their own formats. They
then convert these at the edges. (See
Figure 1 on page 32.) Few manufac-
turers expected to store information
in their devices as native AAF/MXF.
This is not because manufacturers do
not want to use AAF/MXF, but rather
because their file systems and hard -

Early servers required carefully matched hardware

components, optimized microcode in the hard disks
and special operating system software.

and effort optimizing and integrat-
ing their hardware and software. But
users are always demanding ever-in-
creasing functionality, so it is possible
that server vendors will have to keep
crafting professional server products
well into the future.

Here is an example of a new user re-
quirement. The Advanced Authoring
Format and the Material eXchange
Format (AAF/MXF) used to be viewed

ware have been optimized for perfor-
mance. However, as time goes on, user
requirements for increased AAF/MXF
functionality are growing. For in-
stance, users are beginning to expect
to be able to do the following:

 Store and retrieve AAF/MXF files
 Manipulate AAF/MXF files stored

on the server
 Access content stored on a video

server as AAF/MXF over high-

speed networks
 Archive using AAF/MXF
Manufacturers may soon find deal-

ing AAF/MXF files natively easier
than simply converting it back and
forth at the edges of their devices.
More powerful computers and faster
networking speeds are making work-
ing with the native AAF/MXF easier.
However, these new user require-
ments push the manufacturers away
from commodity products and back
into the realm of products specifically
produced for the professional
teleproduction market.

Data retrieval
Users do not want to store only

video and audio. They also want to
store information about the video
and audio. And of course, storage is
only half of the job. Users want to
retrieve the information as well.
Metadata plays a critical part in lo-
cating and retrieving the video and
audio information. Searching or re-
trieving information on a file -by -file
basis is difficult, if not impossible.
But, manufacturers are creating new
video devices that enable users to eas-
ily retrieve stored content using
metadata contained in the AAF/MXF
wrappers. (See Figure 2.) Today's
manufacturers are seeing new oppor-
tunities to develop products that will
help users as they go about their ev-
eryday tasks. BE

Brad Gilmer is the executive director of
the Video Services Forum, executive
director of the AAF Association, and
president of Gilmer & Associates.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

brad_ gilmer@primediabusiness.com

FILE
INTERCHANGE

HANDBOOK

BRAD GILMER

To order Brad
Gilmer's book, File
Interchange
Handbook for
Images, Audio and
Metadata, from
Focal Press, visit
www.focalpress.corn
or call 800-545-2522.
The book is also

vatlable from most major booksellers.
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UHF broadcasting doesn't get any better than this

THALES

DCX Paragon MSDC-10T
Thales' DCX Paragon
is designed to provide
broadcasters with the most
cost-effective and efficient
transmitter ever created.
DCX Paragon utilizes Soft
Arc Technology' (SAT),
which eliminates the need
for a crowbar, dramatically
increasing the transmitters'
overall reliability. Designed
with cost of ownership in
mind, DCX Paragon has a
beam efficiency of up to 60%.
Available in oil -cooled and
liquid -cooled versions, UHF
broadcasting doesn't get any
better than this.

wwvv.thales-bm.corn



The promise
of broadband wireless
BY KEITH DOUCET

roadcasters have long
viewed wireless as an at-
tractive alternative for se-

lected applications where the cost of
adding licensed bands and/or fiber
represents a significant expense and
inconvenience. But traditional wire-
less solutions, while adequate for lim-
ited data and voice applications, have
presented multiple challenges on the
broadcast front.

Cellular communications are too
slow and cannot provide the band-
width to transfer large files. Nor can
they supply adequate security. Inter-
ference, especially in urban areas, can
compromise quality of signals. And
line -of -sight constraints have made
connections difficult, if not impos-
sible. Satellite and microwave services
can deliver the necessary functional-
ity, but they are expensive.

In more recent years, 802 -16 -com-
pliant broadband wireless technology
has resolved many of the signal and
performance problems. Technology
features available in today's systems
now enable broadcasters to embrace
unhampered, reliable broadband
wireless communications in some of
the world's most challenging line -of -
sight environments.

Several technology features available
in some of the new -generation broad-
band wireless equipment now allow
broadcasters to break the communi-
cations gridlock found in other wire-
less options and achieve the real-time
video feed capabilities they need.
These features include:

 802.16 compliance, which enables
users to specify quality of service
(QoS) parameters for the guaran-
teed levels in throughput, latency
and jitter they require for real-time
voice, video and data applications.

 High spectral efficiency, which lets

users capitalise on available band-
width.

 Orthogonal frequency -division
multiplex (OFDM) technology,
which enables equipment to deliver
non -line -of -sight (NLOS) and op-
tical -line -of -sight (OLOS) capabili-
ties in urban and rural areas.

 License -exempt frequencies, which

techniques, which protect from
multipath interference and fre-
quency -specific fading tolerance,
and provide error -free links under
challenging field conditions.

 Over -the -air encryption, which
prevents signal interception and
provides security levels not avail-
able with 802.11.

With broadband wireless, broadcasters
can experience high data throughput

and secure connectivity.
expand access options while reduc-
ing costs.

 High bandwidth, which offers the
capacity to carry IP Ethernet data
at rates as high as 48 Mb/s or con-
currently carry a combination of
high-speed IP traffic and up to 4
El/T1 circuits. A single link can si-
multaneously carry voice, data and
video and can easily manage the
output of several high -
resolution cameras.

 The capability to corn-
bine10/100BaseT IP
ports and time division
multiplexing (TDM)
El/T1 native interfaces,
which enables broad-
casters to enjoy real-
time connectivity for
standard computer,
private branch ex-
change (PBX) or voice
over Internet protocol
(VoIP) equipment si-
multaneously.

 Extremely low latency,
which supports real-
time applications, in-
cluding voice and video.

 Dynamic adaptive
modulation and coding

With broadband wireless, broadcast-
ers can experience high data through-
put and secure connectivity for such
applications as contribution feeds,
newsgathering, redundancy, distribu-
tion feeds and temporary links at ma-
jor events. Rapid, low-cost setup and
tear -down allows for easy relocation
when required, and antennas can be
mounted on relatively low rooftops or

Base station

%Second controller
(PMP link)

Subscriber
- station

Subscriber
station

Subscriber
station

\N-Ra,j

Subscriber
station

Figure 1.This diagram illustrates the video feed
over broadband wireless between the provider
and a broadcaster's main production facilities.
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Production C

WNET's production facilities connect
to a transmitter at the Empire State
Building using broadband wireless.

poles - even when line of sight is ob-
structed. Broadband wireless is the
most cost-effective method to provide
links over long distances. Equipment
can transmit beyond 50mi in a single
link, while multiple hop links can be
set up to connection locations 125- to
200mi away.

The real-time feed capabilities of each
broadband link let broadcasters emu-
late the full-blown performance of
ENG remote units, but at a much lower
cost. Camera operators can simply plug
their equipment into an encoder, which
in turn communicates with the broad-
band wireless equipment to achieve
comparable -quality video images.

For example, a full ENG setup costs a
minimum of $200,000 per vehicle. By
comparison, a broadband wireless link
plus video encoder represents
25 percent of this capital -equipment
cost. This capability opens the door for
stations with a large contingent of mo-
bile field personnel, limited resources

for ENG equipment, or occasional
needs. Broadband wireless can, there-
fore, provide inexpensive portable links
to complement an existing fleet or
eliminate the need for rentals, which
can run up to $1500 a day per vehicle.

An added advantage is that the capac-
ity to run two-way links for video and
audio feeds enables reporters in the
field to file stories and send and receive
scripts for editing. This type of two-
way capability has not been achievable
to date because, for most wireless op-
tions, the return path to remote sites is
not as robust as the primary feed. Also,
ENG trucks are usually not equipped
to provide two-way signals, and cellu-
lar simply doesn't have the bandwidth.

Among other cost savings, a broad-
band wireless solution also reduces
reliance on microwave or satellite
links. In addition, the low cost of the
equipment - and that it can operate
over unlicensed bands - makes re-
dundancy for point-to-point (PTP)
communications much more afford-
able. Typically, broadcasters can
achieve redundancy with broadband
wireless operating over an unlicensed
band for about one fourth the cost of
traditional broadcast solutions.

Public broadcaster Thirteen/WNET
has been exploring the benefits of
broadband wireless Having success-
fully deployed a simple point-to-point
voice and data link connecting its
transmitter in the Empire State Build-
ing with production facilities half a
mile away, the station has since been

looking into broader -based applica-
tions for the broadcast industry. These
include using video feeds over broad-
band wireless as a way to reduce op-
erational costs, to link its sister studios
and to deploy cameras in the field at
significantly less cost.

In recent pilot applications, the sta-
tion combined its broadband wireless
radio links with video encoders to
generate streaming video using an
MPEG-4 video feed over IP to the stu-
dio. The system used broadband wire-
less equipment for backhaul functions,
acting as a network bridge providing
real-time streaming of video from
mobile cameras operating within a

three-mile radius of the studio under
NLOS conditions.

While the broadcast industry has yet
to explore the benefits of broadband
wireless to its fullest, the technology
is already proving to perform success-
fully in challenging broadcast environ-
ments. From simple PTP links for
voice and data to more complex point-
to-multipoint applications, broadcast-
ers are starting to explore numerous
ways to leverage the two-way video
streaming capabilities. As applications
evolve, broadband wireless promises
to deliver significant cost savings to the
industry and provide the redundancy
needed without compromising per-
formance or quality. BE

Keith Doucet is vice president of market-
ing and product management for Redline
Communications.

"Omneon is the one server that fits our tight
budget, meets all our requirements today

and supports us as our needs change."

Helge Blucher
Vice President

Detroit Public Television

With Omneon SPECTRUM,. media servers, Detroit Public TV

implemented a solution that works across their entire operation,
was configured precisely to their needs, and can expand in

smart, manageable increments-all without replacing the original
system and in many cases, without taking the system off-line.

To learn more about the unique advantages of an Omneon
SPECTRUM media server system visit

It's not just
what you serve.

It's who.

OMNEON
VIDEONETWORKS
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Studio A in Food Network's new facil till Chelsea Market plays host to as
maiy as. 10 episodes of "Emer I Live' it a one-vteek period 10 tinges each
year. The show employs seven to eight cameras and more than 73 mics.
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When Food Network out
grew its Manhattan facili-
ties two years ago, it de-

cided a move was in order. A new lo-
cation would give it the space to
gather all administrative and techni-
cal activities under one roof, as well
as a new environment that would
support its synergy with food and its
aesthetic style.

Food Network, owned by Scripps
Networks, found its dream home
nestled literally on top of the Chelsea
Market international food market. It
has combined state-of-the-art broad-
cast technology with a culinary cen-
ter to come up with a recipe for effi-
cient digital content creation and fu-
ture growth.

Leveraging the unique location, pro-
ducers often incorporate colorful, real -
life elements from the market below
into their programs. The network in-
stalled numerous broadcast service
panels (BSPs) at strategic locations
throughout various food stores in the
market to accommodate cameras on

DECEMBER 2004

triax, wireless mics, and intercom and
IFB applications. For a broadcast pro-
duction facility dedicated to the cook-
ing of food, i: seems a natural fit.

The first ingredient
For the pas: 18 months, the project

team has been busy designing and
gutting three floors of a group of four
old warehouse buildings in the
Chelsea Market complex for the new
facility. At the same time, they had to
mairrain an ongoing, full schedule of
production and post production in the
NYC facility, which could not be shut
down during the transition.
The last nine weeks of the installa-

tion were decidedly the most hectic.
From June 2004 to the production of
the first show in the facility on Aug. 6,
the team and systems integrator A.F.
Associates oversaw the installation of
broadcast equipment from Sony,
Thomson Grass Valley and other
manufacturers. This short time lame
was necessary to accommodate the
production of "Emeril Live:'

It was quite a challenge to make the
new facility architecturally sound and
hospitable for digital production. With
the help of architectural firm HLW In-
ternational, the team interconnected
five adjacent buildings with steel beam
walkways and miles of broadcast, IT,
CATV and fiber-optic cabling, while
raising the top floor of the main build-
ing 30 fee: to construct a new 7000sq
ft production studio with a steel frame
and lighting grid.

Because of the layout of the build-
ings housing the new facility, the
team had to snake broadcast cabling
under, through, around and on top
of old wooden beams and existing
structures. In many cases, they con-
structed raised flooring over the old
wood floors to accommodate the
maze of wiring.

Several of Food Network's produc-
tion activities used to be located in
separate facilities throughout NYC. In
the new building, the network's cre-
ative services department - respon-
sible for on -air promos created on

broadcastengineering.com 41



-,Nce Macs with Adobe After
Effects, Photoshop and

other computer programs - is
literally down the hall from where

the shows are taped. This saves time
and improves productivity. Now
projects get completed much faster.

Mix up some live -to -tape
production

The new facility is mostly digital,
except for some legacy analog VTRs
and an analog VHS dubbing system,
which is interfaced to the digital
router. Food Network still works with
a number of Betacam SP and other
analog formats. The key was to install
equipment that would be flexible and
allow the network to produce a vari-
ety of program types. This includes
sending video to the Web, although
the Food Network Web site is man-
aged from Scripps' Tennessee opera-
tions facility.

The network shoots most of its
shows live to tape and records them
to switched masters and isolated VTRs.
Editors make post -production
changes in the new facility's five edit
suites: one digital linear and four non-
linear based on Avid Technology edit
systems (two Avid DS rooms, one
Symphony and one Adrenaline sys-
tem). GigE LAN connects the edit
rooms but, currently, editors cannot
access files simultaneously because
they all use local storage. The facility
will implement new network -attached
storage (NAS) solutions combined
with broadband WAN connectivity,
over the next two years, enabling in-
creased collaboration and file sharing
locally and to distant locations.

The network, increasingly moving
toward the IT world, chose Sony's IMX
format to serve as a bridge. The for-
mat allows producers to view MPEG-
1 versions of the video footage as
needed, then use the actual videotape
to edit the shows. They now have 18
IMX decks, five Digital Betacam and
a dozen Betacam SP decks for screen-
ing and delivery purposes.

Scripps Networks also plans to move
to HD production in the near future.

That's why it chose eight Thomson
Grass Valley LDK 5000 cameras for
the new facility. It can upgrade the cam-
eras easily to accommodate HD when

pros

network's shows take two to three M/
Es to produce, incorporating limited
transitions and wipe effects as well as
minimal DVE moves.

A Solid State Logic C100 console a portable
Yamaha mixing board, and other tape decks and
audio peripherals in the audio control room pro-
vide a generous helping of digital audio for fa-
cility productioos. Access to a voice-over booth
in the post digital audio room is also available.

the time comes. The network also chose
a Grass Valley Kalypso 4M/E pro&c-
don switcher with a 2000 -frame clip
store. A 4M/E Kalypso control panel is
dedicated to the main production stu-
dio. A 1M/E switcher control panel in
the smaller "flex" production control
room allows the operators to have ac-
cess to the switcher's mix/effects chan-
nels from the same frame. Most of the

A good helping of
digital audio
A separate digital audio

control room connected to
the main studio is
equipped with a Solid State
Logic C100 digital audio
console and a portable
Yamaha mixing board
(contracted as needed for
"Emeril Live"). The room
also includes the required
tape decks, DATs, CDs and
other audio peripherals, as
well as access to a voice-
over booth. Many of the
voice-over elements, how-
ever, come in from a
MUSICAM codec in the
post digital audio room

through an ISDN connection. An in-
house music composer works in the
same room, allowing the network to
avoid using stock music libraries. The
room also offers a full complement of
digital audio production gear (such as
Avid's Digidesign Pro Tools) and a
voice-over booth.

Four Grass Valley Concerto 128x128
matrix frames route audio and video

Food Network's multi -use control room is dedicated to the 7000sq ft main
production studio. As part of the design, the director and TD can see and
communicate with the program audio mixer through the small window to
the far left.
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Technical Excellence,
AdvanceVeatures,

An Affordfible Price

ometimes it takes a new company to turn
advanced technology into reality. In the server
business, the new name is 36o Systems. In truth,
we've spent the last 33 years designing advanced
digital technology into broadcast products.

Now, the Image Server 2000 delivers a level of technical excellence

unique to the broadcast industry. Its true next -generation design
includes an exceptionally broad set of features, and a high standard

for reliability. But most important, the Image Server 2000 estab-
lishes a new, reasonable price for broadcast video servers.

Join the hundreds of broadcast professionals who made the Image
Server 2000 their first choice. Visit vvvvw.360Systems.com for the

complete story on the next -generation Image Server 2000.

Sales line: (818) 735-8221
E-mail: Servers@36oSystems.com

What Can an Image
Server 2000 Deliver

at $11,999?
Three video channels

 12 audio channels

 SDI and composite video

 AES digital and +4 analog audio

 100 hours of RAID -5 storage

 MXF file transfers over

Gigabit Ethernet

 Premium quality video to

50 Mb/sec

 VDCP, Odetics, P2 and

GPI control

 On -screen GUI for full control,

plus trimming, segmenting

and playlisting

 Only 31/2" of rack space

NEW Multi -Format

Server Option
Import and play DV -format video

Play TARGA graphics with

Key -and -Fill

 Control by Ross SynergyTM

switchers
© 2004 360 Systems. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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signals throughout the
building. These also can

cr- handle HD signals (with the
appropriate cards installed), but

one is now used for SDI video, two
for AES audio, and the fourth for time
code and machine control. All are un-
der the control of Grass Valley Encore
monitoring and control software. A se-

ries of Leitch distribution amplifiers
and conversion modules round out
the redundant distribution path.

Gigabit Ethernet connectivity over
fiber and a CAT -6 cable -based local -
area network (VLAN), as well as a
CATV system distributed throughout
the building, facilitate the monitoring
of incoming tapes and feeds. The net-
work plans to install server technol-
ogy and integrate the multiple Sony

IMX decks so that producers can eas-
ily browse tapes from their desktops.
Other noteworthy production

equipment includes multiple Pinnacle
Systems FXDeko II character genera-
tors, conversion products from
Miranda Technologies and Ikegami
CRT monitors in both production
control rooms.

The food is the star
Of course, at Food Network, the food

is the star. Unusual jib moves and the
use of small lipstick cameras (where
appropriate) distinguish the look of
the network's shows. Network crews
have become adept at anticipating the
right camera shots with the correct
focus and angles to present the food
in its best light.

In the new facility's main
studio, crews can expand
and contract sets as needed.
Most of shows shoot about
40 episodes in two weeks,
using an average of five cam-
eras and four wireless
Sennheiser microphones.
"Emeril Live," however,
tapes about 10 shows in a
one -week period 10 times
each year. The shows employ
seven to eight cameras and
more than 70 mics. The fa-
cility also uses an RTS
ADAM intercom system for
production. Staff can access
the intercom through RF
operation throughout the
building.

Various network and out-
side producers shoot in a
smaller "flex" production
studio, which is also available
if needed for a particular
show. The facility also in-
cludes a new state-of-the-art
kitchen with eight food -
preparation counters, over-
head production lighting,
and BSPs for easy camera
and microphone connectiv-
ity. Usually this kitchen area,
manned by some 60 full-
time culinary staff, is used to

Design team
 ssociates iroa I cast integrator :

lino/ Bonstein, VP of op.
Java, Linick, project mgr.

Ciulla, design eng.
H_W Irternational, architect design:

Hanadel, sr. associate
Steke Newbold, partner

Scripps Productions:
Thomas Killoy, VP of op.
dill Jarett, VP of eng.
lordlon Johnson and Sal Mohamed,
maintenance engs.

Scrips Networks:
pea- Crowley, VP, property dev.
Mark Hale, exec. VP
terry Nantz, CE
lfim Harty, eng. mgr.

Equipment list
Av I

OS, ,Eymphony and Adrenaline NLE systems
Thc.msoi Grass Valley

Conce-to 128x128 routers
Kalypsio SD switcher

Ike3armi CRT monitors
Leitch modular A/D, D/A converters and DAs
Pirna:le Systems FXDeko II CG
RTS ADAM intercom system
Solid state Logic C100 digital audio console
Sony IMX machines
Forecast consoles

prepare dishes behind the scenes. But
it can be used as a setting for produc-
tion of a show if needed.

Programs produced at the facility are
shown not only on Food Network, but
also on Scripps' various broadcast sta-
tion properties. The network produces
a series of syndicated "food bytes"

At Food Network, 'ood is the star,
so a state-of-the-art kitchen plays
an integral part, not only in food
preparation for the network's
shows, but also as a backdrop for
production as needed.

(short cooking vignettes) on a con-
tinual basis for Scripps stations' early -
morning shows. It also creates a vari-
ety of satellite media tours and com-
mercial programs for outside clients.
Scripps has signed several video -on -
demand deals with cable operators
across the country and produces sepa-
rate content for DVD.

The sweet taste of digital
The new Chelsea Market facility will

serve the Food Network for many years
to come. It's clear that in today's multi-
channel universe, a cooking show is no
longer just a cooking show. With the
right mix of traditional broadcast pro-
duction equipment and IT systems, the
new facility is serving up a full menu
of digital programs more cost-effec-
tively for increased revenue. BE

Michael Grotticelli regularly reports on the
professional video and broadcast
technology industry.
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Ross Video Introduces 10 New Multi -Definition Synergy Switchers
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OVERDRIVE PRODUCTION
CONTROL SYSTEM
OverDrive is a powerful production
control system that enables touch
screen control over devices used in
productions such as news, sports or
live events. OverDrive integrates
with the Synergy SD and MDX
series of production switchers,
leveraging powerful control inter-
faces over video servers, VTRs,
DDRs, audio mixers, robotic cam-
eras, routers, still stores and more.
www.rossvideo.com/overdrive/
overdrive overview.html

TALIA NK ROUTING
The NK Series is a new line of
compact and cost effective routing
switchers. NK routers are available
in sizes of 16x16 or 32x32 and in a
full range of signal formats includ-
ing serial digital, analog video,
AES/EBU, analog audio and data
routing. NK ships with a powerful
web browser based configuration
system and is available immediate-
ly.
www.rossvideo.com/talia/nk/
nk_overview.html

GEARLITE MD
GearLite MD is a line of Multi -
Definition (High Definition &
Standard Definition) products.
These include the DAC-9213
Multi -Definition Digital to Analog
Converter, the SRA-9201 Multi -
Definition Reclocking DA, and the

SEA -9203 Multi -
Definition Serial
Equalizing
Amplifier.
A -PVM version of

the DAC-9213 is used specifically
for Sony PVM/BVM monitors.
Sony, PVM and BVM are trademarks of Sony Corporation

http://www.rossvideo.com/gearlite/
gearlite.html

SYNERGY MD/MD-X
MULTI -DEFINITION PRODUCTION SWITCHERS

The Synergy MD and MD -X series
offers models ranging from the
compact and powerful Synergy 100
MD single ME switcher to the extra
large, hyper powerful Synergy 4
MD -X 4 ME switcher. Synergy MD
and MD -X support all popular for-
mats of HD and SD out of the box.

Using the absolute latest technolo-
gy, these switchers are full of stan-
dard features at a price point that
puts a multi -definition switcher
within reach of a typical mid -market
customer.
www.rossvideo.com/synergy/
switchers.html

I
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17.111! Synergy MD/MD-k
Multi -Definition Production S 'lit irS

Synergy SD
Digital Production Switche

4 Ross RVS Series
Analcg Production Switchers
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www.rossvideo.com

OverDrive
Production Control System

Talia Routing Systems

NK Compact Routing Syst..ms

RossGear
Terminal Equipment

GearLite
Compact Terminal Equipmert

NEW! GearLite MD
Compact Multi -Definition
Terminal Equipmment

el: (613)6524886 fax: (613)652-4425 email: solutbms rossvideo.com



New
adventures
in remote control
BY DON MARKLEY

hose of us who are becom-
ing more gray and feeble

03 will remember the days
when remote control systems were
limited in capacity and function. They
normally required a metallic pair be-
tween studio and transmitter with no

111 transformers as DC voltages. They
provided a limited number of controls
and metering channels (usually 10)
and were only used for nondirectional
radio transmitters.

W The regulatory feeling was that direc-
- tional radio stations were so unstable

V) that a first-class radio/telephone opera-
tor had to be on -site at all times. This

(/)
wonderful situation put many techni-
cal types through college (including
your author). There was absolutely
nothing to do, so you could do home-
work on the job. As for TV stations, the

commission fully realized that the op-
eration of one of those monsters was
roughly like flying a helicopter - one
hand on video and the other on black
level at all times. How could that possi-
bly be controlled remotely?

Remote control systems in those days
depended on stepping relays that,
hopefully, would step synchronously
at both ends of the system. The
samples of the measured parameters
were connected much as they are to-
day, except that some transmitters had
control circuits that didn't match well
with anything. Stations often had to
design and construct a relay panel to
provide an isolating interface to avoid
certain system destruction. Oh, how
that has all changed.

Today, not only has the commission
determined that directional AM an -

Al : = II, 1. 11 1 I i
What do ou want to see in HD?
HD movies most desired by both males and females

Comedy
TV series

Drama
TV series

3.64

3.99

3.88

3.33

Reality 3.19
2.60

cL) TV series

Movies
cc

4.52

4.71

e Sporting 3.86
events 4.46

News 3.49
3.00

- Female (n=137)
Male (n=438)Commercials 2.18

2.07

2 3 4
Importance level

(1 = not important at all, 5 = extremely important)

5

SOURCE: Lyra Research www.lyra.corn

tennas are stable and removed the re-
quirement for a licensed operator to
be at the transmitter site, it has elimi-
nated all testing for operators. In ad-
dition, TV transmitters have been
judged sufficiently stable that they
don't need on -site operators either.
The result is that remote control sys-
tems have become unbelievably com-
plex and capable.
Now, the Internet can provide

broadcasters with a high-speed, rea-
sonably secure path for multiple uses.
Broadcasters were quick to take advan-
tage of this capability for their trans-
mitter control systems. Earlier systems
provided for access to transmitter
monitoring and control of a single site
from any location through the
Internet. That meant the chief opera-
tor could access his equipment from
the office, home or on the road sim-
ply by dialing in with a modem.

Next, systems appeared that allowed
technicians to measure the perfor-
mance of DTV systems and to remotely
adjust the necessary precorrection cir-
cuitry to maintain proper operation.
The ability of those early systems to
modify the operating parameters by
phone has been carried over into use
of the Internet.

Now, operators can use a single con-
trol system to access essentially any
number of transmitter sites in any lo-
cation. All they need is an Internet ac-
cess point. They can use almost any
hardware - from a master monitor-
ing system with tons of logging and
trend -spotting recording features, to
a wireless PDA or cellular browser.
This is a bit much for those of us who
have only recently convinced our
mates that a flashing 12:00 on the VCR
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Tran mssion & tr uti A : : I II

means that the diagnostics
are working properly.

Today's control
functionality

The new control systems
present the data in just about
any format desired. Not only
do metered parameters actu-
ally appear to be on meters,
their values can also be
shown in bar graphs and on
digital readouts. Towers are
actually shown as tower -
shaped icons with the lights
shown in their proper location, indicating whether they are
operating properly. Operators can adjust adaptive correc-
tion circuitry remotely and simply download software up-
grades from the manufacturer. Transmitters are shown in
block diagram form, so alarms or out -of -tolerance condi-
tions appear where they exist in the actual system. Figure 1
shows the base screen of one of these remote control sys-
tems.

Not everything in the new systems depends on staff in-

DTG
DIGITAL TRANSACTION GROUP

A/IA.5 i LK (-UN KOL AU I OiVIAI ION
Multichannel Delivery
IT Based Architecture

Off -the -shelf Components Al RO
EXTENSIBLE DFVICE CONTRnI

The XDS Device Driver Library can

upgrade or swap drivers anytime.

Up to 64 devices per XDS, shared

across all channels or device pools.
D

Call us

to get affordable

and flexible systems

for the 21st century!

www.dtgtv.com

sales-dtg@dtgtv.com

800-243-2001 512-837-3737
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Figure 1.This remote control system base screen pro-
vides access to control (left side), monitoring (cen-
ter) and metering (right side) functionality. Base Re -
con screen courtesy Harris.

put. For example, staff can be
notified of fault conditions by
e-mail, pager, cell phone mes-
sages or good old-fashioned
alarms going off in the studio.
Systems can route alarms to
more than one person, and
alarms can vary with the sever-
ity of the fault. For example,
switching an STL to the hot
standby might be cause to no-
tify the local maintenance tech-
nician but not rise to the level
of notifying the group direc-
tor of engineering. On the

other hand, a full-blown off -the -air fault would lead to no-
tification of several people to ensure the quickest possible
response.

Multiple access levels with different passwords are com-
mon. One password can allow the engineer full access to
monitor and control everything at the transmitter plant. At
the same time, a separate password could limit the opera-
tor on duty at the studio to normal monitoring and basic
corrective procedures. A third level might allow monitor-
ing only, with no control access at all. Furthermore, many of
these systems allow more than one staff member to be in
the system at the same time without interfering with the
others. Obviously, these systems are protected to a high de-
gree by firewalls and passwords - especially those levels
permitting control actions.

The password -protected systems available from some
companies will also allow the transmitter manufacturer ac-
cess to install system upgrades, perform diagnostics when
problems exist and make some corrective adjustments. This
sometimes leads to snivels from technicians that they don't
want anyone else having access to "their" transmitters.
Those comments are usually from operators that really
don't have much of an idea about how the equipment works
in the first place. A good operator is always open to help
from the manufacturer - in fact, they probably need such
help periodically when new challenges arise.

The new generation of control and monitoring systems
offers the ability to monitor and operate all the transmitter
plants in a large network from a single control location. These
systems allow operators, technicians and supervisory per-
sonnel access on an as -needed basis, while blocking others'
access. Perhaps more importantly, access to the systems is
convenient and fast. Those who need to know what is going
on, or think they do, can check on any transmitter in the
system using a PDA, even while having dinner. Of course,
your guests might consider that rude. BE

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley and Associates, Peoria, IL.

SMI) Send questions and comments to: don_maddey@primediabusiness.com
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VIDEOTEK CONTINUES TO DOMINATE
HD TEST AND MEASUREMENT

OUTSTANDING VALUE AND PERFORMANCE THAT CAN'T BE BEAT!

Eye Pattern
Jitter Measurement
Data Word Analyzer
Closed Caption Display
CineSound for DolbyTME & AC -3
Superior Front Panel Direct Access

Automatic Alarm Logging
HD/SD Looping Inputs
Loudness Monitoring
Metadata Display
Dual Link
Mouse Control

FREE

YEAR WARRANTY
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A Division of Leitch Technology
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Developments iautom
utomation seems to be a
hot topic in our industry

ut it's not a new topic.
In fact, the first automation system
commercially developed and de-
ployed may havebeen created in 1968
by Broadcast Computer Services
(BCS) and deployed at KOOL-TV in
Phoenix. The system was an out-
growth of an automated billing sys-
tem that BCS was developing. It used
punch cards to input data to the sys-
tem, which was not unusual in those
days. In 1974 at WTCN-TV in Min-

neapolis, BCS and Central Dynam-
ics installed a system that provided
control of the switcher and also en-
abled reconciliation back to the traf-
fic system. As a result of those efforts,
WTCN touts itself as the first fully au-
tomated station in the country.

The way we were
At that time, taped commercials

aired from quad VTRs. Much content
still played from film chains called is-
lands (perhaps so named because they
were huge and needed stable metal

plate "islands" beneath them to keep
them in alignment). Prerolls were set
by an offset on the command and by
parking the tape or film several sec-
onds back from the start of media. An
instant -start film chain was a luxury,
and only the AMPEX AVR-1/ACR-25
quad recorders had near -instant start
(about a quarter of a second, nomi-
nally five frames). Displays for the
automation systems of that period
were on ASCII terminals, offering
character -mode displays, nominally
80 columns by 25 lines. The comput-
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Dennis Raymond (left), VVTTVV-TV's
engineer in charge of broadcast op-
erations, performs program ingest
and preps video clips using
Sundance Digital's FastBreak Auto-
mation system, while broadcast
technician Barry Blue (right) oper-
ates the main switcher for air op -

ers were often DEC or IBM systems,
and programming them was a bit of
an art. Suffice it to say that hard disks,
serial control protocols, graphical in-
terfaces and ubiquitous device control
were a long way in the future.

Clearly, the roots of automation are
still quite relevant today. It is just as
true now as it was then: Broadcast-
ers' automation needs are unique and
much more complex than most busi-
nesses. The root of the complexity is
the requirement that things happen
in a deterministic manner with ab-

solute precision. We expect no less
from an automation system than we
would from a human pushing the
buttons in master control. The dif-
ference, of course, is that the human
can assess issues using many sources
of data and can process that data rap-
idly to make decisions about what to
do when things go wrong. A machine
can only process data by rules set in
advance and is unlikely to have the
range of options as a human doing
the same job.

The result is that we demand highly
reliable automation systems that can
control a wide variety of devices us-
ing a wide range of features to create

Similar paradigms exist in the broad-
cast industry as well. Both the WB
network and FOX use remote splic-
ing and/or insertion regularly to dis-
tribute content. By so doing, they al-
low regional stations to insert com-
mercials at the time of air. This pre-
cludes distributing many feeds of the
same program with slightly different
interstitial content. These networks
distribute commands within the com-
pressed MPEG stream to edge servers
where the action takes place. In more
traditional control, a closed loop is es-
tablished with commands sent out to
the far end. Status and, presumably,
monitoring are returned to the cen-

Broadcasters' automation needs are unique and

much more complex than most businesses.

complex programs. Such devices in -
dude program and interstitial sources,
routers, master control switchers,
keyers, DVEs, still stores, character
generators, audio clip players, VTRs,
satellite receivers and others.

We've come a long way
Computers today have come a long

way since the early '70s, so it's not sur-
prising that the range of automation
options has expanded proportion-
ately. From the small number of au-
tomation pioneers in the '70s, the
field has grown to an array of manu-
facturers of hardware and software
solutions in a range of prices. Systems
can now control from one to literally
hundreds of channels. In the case of
cable ad insertion, the number of
controlled outputs can reach into the
thousands using the SCTE 35 ad -in-
sertion protocol. SCTE 35 is intended
to allow a program distributor to is-
sue splice commands to remote edge
servers or other commercial -inser-
tion systems by embedding the com-
mands in the distributed signal. Es-
sentially, this approach comprises a
large distributed automation system
where the central site has no direct,
real-time control or status of the
changes made on a local level.

tral site, where as -run logs are justi-
fied to the traffic system.

Device control
Until now, device control has been

relegated almost entirely to RS -422
control circuits. Over short distances,
the communication is highly reliable
and offers sufficient speed for nearly
any transaction. A few automation
companies make products that speak
to a small number of controlled devices,
mostly video servers, using TCP/IP
over Ethernet. Moving to more gener-
alized network control is extremely at-
tractive. The physical layer is simple,
and the control dialect can expand to
include complicated commands that
require specific acknowledgement/
negative acknowledgement (ACK/
NAK) messages from the controlled
device. It can also show status, which
is cumbersome to manage over asyn-
chronous circuits.

Recently, OmniBus and Pinnacle sug-
gested to SMPTE that the Media Object
Server (MOS) communication protocol
could be the basis for a rich language
for sending complex control messages
to a wide range of network -aware de-
vices. MOS is an XML-based approach
to communication between newsroom
automation systems and controlled de -
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DevelopmenIs inautomation
vices. The concept is that the controlled
devices would include a MOS-compli-
ant software interface that would allow
them to listen to the dialect for a gener-
alised type of device (character genera-
tor, teleprompter, video server, etc.). This
would simplify developing
control systems and con-
trolled devices because
both ends would be writ-
ing to a known specifica-
tion that supports com-
mon features and requests.
Pinnacle and OmniBus say
that MOS could offer a
standard method of com-
munication for a broad
range of automation -re-
lated needs.

Figure 1 shows the pro-
cess for a command that
schedules an event, called a Type -S
(schedule) event. Figure 2 shows the
process for a command for an event
that the automation system requires
to be executed immediately, called a
Type -N (now) event.

MOS proponents say that it offers
precisely the kind of device indepen-
dence that might allow automation to
talk to a class of devices in a known
dialect without having to write new in-
terfaces to each and every
device as manufacturers
release (and later modify)
them. This would pre-
clude device manufactur-
ers from debugging inter-
faces to a large number of
automation suppliers. End
users might be freed from
the need to get certifica-
tion from the manufactur-
ers of all of their con-
trolled devices before up-
grading their automation
system. Indeed, if the final system
works as well as might be expected, an
end user might see a day when he or
she could change an automation ven-
dor and know that all of the system's
devices will still talk to the new sys-
tem. That is, perhaps, a lofty goal. But
the use of standards in communica-
tions between automation and devices

has worked well in the past. This was
the case when the industry broadly
adopted the Louth (now Harris Auto-
mation) VDCP protocol for commu-
nication with video servers. Just as
VDCP opened up a more level play -

tided long ago that the services such
an approach could offer are so attrac-
tive that they warranted proprietary
development. A number of vendors
have designed device controllers that
use IP communication to send com-

mands to localized de-
vice control engines that
take IP-based com-
mands and translate
them into machine lan-
guage. These interfaces
can maintain synchro-
nization using NTP ser-
vices, even allowing for
local -time offsets to en-
sure that the commands
are executed in a deter-
ministic manner over
wide -area control net-
works. The proposal to

use MOS as the basis for communica-
tion can move these stand-alone con-
trol interfaces inside the controlled de-
vice, which would then receive stan-
dardized commands directly, without
translation from IP to RS -422.

This quite recent development shows
just how pervasive networks and stan-
dardized approaches have become in
automation systems. Databases were
once proprietary and specific to each

installation. Now, off -
the -shelf databases like
SQL Server hold the
playlist and logs for all
content of which the au-
tomation system is aware.
This not only simplifies
the job of the code writ-
ers developing a system;
it also allows backup and
restoration plans to use
common IT techniques,
software and hardware.
This enables local sup-

port personnel who are familiar with
the products to assist in maintaining
broadcast automation with less train-
ing specific to a "broadcast -only" prod-
uct. Conversely, if a station would pre-
fer that mission -critical systems like au-
tomation be supported by personnel
specific to broadcast operations, it is
possible to obtain training from a much

Scheduled

Type -S

Delay
thru
LAN

I II

T_3 T_2

Device process delay
queue media, prep

Command Do_This@To
sent to device under control

at time 1-_3 over LAN

Device waits
for time To

I

To

Do_This
operation

executed by
device

Figure 1. When controlling a device over a LAN using the
MOS communication protocol, the process for a command
that schedules an event, called a Type -S (schedule) event,
might look like this.

ing field and allowed a modicum of
standardization, MOS might permit
enhanced functionality.

The proposal suggests that a new
profile be established in the MOS
protocol to support automation -spe-
cific uses. In the past, SMPTE has at-
tempted to create generalized proto-
cols for such uses. Indeed, the ES Buss
protocol standardized communica-
tions using RS -422 interfaces. ES Buss

Now

Delay
thru Device process
LAN delay and wait
I II

Delay thru LAN,
offset (+N frames)
and device execution

If I

Type -N 1-2

Optional command Prep_This
sent to device under control

at time T1 over LAN

To

Do_This operation
executed by device

Command Do_This_Now(+N)
sent to device over LAN

Figure 2. The process for a command that the automation
system requires to be executed immediately, called a Type -
N (now) event, might look like this.

was never accepted industrywide,
though some manufacturers have
used it as the basis of their own ma-
chine control topology. This time, it
seems much more likely that SMPTE
can work with MOS due to the base
of deployed MOS solutions in a seg-
ment of the broadcast industry.

It is also clear that some vendors de -
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broader range of sources than just the
automation provider.

The user interface
The user interface is a critical part

of the modern automation system.
The amount of information that mas-
ter control operations must have avail-
able is staggering. Once a log is pro-
cessed from traffic and converted for
air use, it is likely to have associated
with it a number of other lists beyond
the air log. These include material dub
(content that must be dubbed into a
server and prepped for air), satellite
record, missing material and purge
lists, and perhaps others specific to
manufacturers. The lists must present
themselves in a way that tells the op-
erator what information is critical at
any one moment. A spot that is un-
available might not scroll onto the
screen until literally minutes before
air, though it may have shown up in
numerous other places on dub lists,
missing material, etc. The GUI should
present the critical information at all
times and notify the exceptions in
clear and concise ways.

Increasingly, broadcast automation
systems are handling more than one
channel. Many stations run local
news operations on a cable channel,
a second station in a duopoly or
LMA, or additional channels in a
DTV multiplex. The GUI must
present multiple channels of infor-
mation without overloading the op-
erator. The ability to use a second
monitor, or to "drill down" when ex-
ceptions are noted, is critically impor-
tant. For instance, the normal display
may show multiple horizontal mov-
ing timelines monitoring several
channels. The display would high-
light a segment that has not been
found or failed to cue for air, perhaps
in yellow an hour before air and in
red 10 minutes before it is due to play
to air. The operator would move to a
separate screen to get more detail and
solve the problem. Or he or she might
want to get another operator to help
from another workstation if the
workload is too high.

Integrating automation with other
products in master control could pre-
clude operators from having to moni-
tor many screens for potential sources
of problems. Integrated monitoring
systems using flexible monitor ma-
trices can reconfigure the monitor-
ing to suit the needs of the current
operational status of many devices.

Take, for instance, a server that has
failed to cue a spot. The server might
report the exception not only to the
control loop connected to automa-
tion but also to the master control
monitor system, perhaps flashing an
icon on the screen to get the
operator's attention. It might offer
the choice to change to a backup port.

Turns out,
the most important
component of any
station automation
solution is people.

Hundreds of installations ha'e taught us that

communication is key. So i pays to work with people
who involve you in the design process. People who

deliver mocular, cost-effective software solutions.

And people who stick arouid to make sure it all works.

Automation just got easier.

MI all 
LI II  MI 

www.crispincorp.com sales@crispMcorp.com 919.845.7744
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Developments inautomation
The monitor system can al-
low the operator to drill
down to the problem with-
out having to use a win-
dowed computer interface
and without needing to
know how many products
the GUI displays. The auto-
mation monitor screen
would be but one of perhaps
several tools available to the
operator to help solve com-
plex problems. GUI versions
of control panels for the
master control switcher,
high-level block diagrams
with hot spots where he or
she can drill down to an-
other screen, and other tech-
niques can allow the operator to
combine many screens and enhance
his or her ability to run the master
control.

The operating system
Any discussion of master control and

automation would be incomplete
without at least a passing reference to
the computer operating system. Most
of us have had experiences with the
"blue screen of death." And the last
place you want to see that is in the au-
tomation system. Older systems based
on Windows 95/98, 0S2 or other op -

Jose Estrada, operating engineer at KTVK-TV in Phoe-
nix checks logs against Sundance Digital's Titan.

erating systems that are not designed
to run real-time, mission -critical pro-
cesses clearly are not wise choices for
modern, complex automation sys-

when that takes the automa-
tion system offline for 10 min-
utes, life can be quite challeng-
ing. There are things you can
do to ensure that uptime ex-
ceeds downtime. Keep general
office systems on separate
computers and off mission -
critical networks for automa-
tion, router control and other
related systems. Use strict ver-
sion control and don't allow
automatic updates to the op-
erating system. You might find
the automation company has
not even tested current
patches for conflicts with its
application(s). And never up-
date software on one device

in master control (servers, routing,
etc.) without checking with the auto-
mation company about the new ver-
sion. The companies are usually clear

The last place you want to see "the blue screen of

death " is in the automation system.

tems. Unix, Linux and the latest Win-
dows XP products offer much better
protection from "excitement," which
is the last thing you want to see. A
reboot might be a simple cure, but
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In this on -air management screen under Sundance Digital's Titan automa-
tion system, eight playlists are active and running; two are enlarged for
closer supervision.

about what they have certified, and
unilateral changes are just not the way
to start a good day. Always check first.

The next five years
In the next five years, expect tight

integration with asset management,
archive, and MXF transfer from spot -
and program -delivery service with full
metadata support and export to PSIP.
Automation is rapidly moving from a
machine control engine to facility
management and automated, unat-
tended operational capabilities.

Automation has come a long way in
the last five years. Systems are more
stable, cost less to maintain, and offer
advanced features and dazzling user in-
terfaces. Carefully reviewing the growth
strategy for your system with potential
automation vendors will help keep
smiles on everyone's faces and keep
make -goods a minor headache. BE

John Luff is senior vice president of
business development at AZCAR.
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Today's cable systems are increasingly digital.
Armed with a rank of receivers, multiplexers and
remultiplexers, a headend can produce hundreds
of channels for delivery to viewers. Photb cour,
tesy Scientific-Atlanta.
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Cable distribution
of HD.3..

If a facility is not actively produc-
ing HD content locally, any HD
signals coming into the facility

are invariably in compressed form.
Until recently, technological limitations
forced local stations to first convert the
incoming compressed HD signals back
to baseband SMPTE 292 before per-
forming network distribution func-
tions such as switching between local
and network, branding, and EAS inser-
tion. But the onslaught of HD and the
continued proliferation of cable net-
works are pressuring the cable indus-
try to employ new ways of handling an
ever-increasing traffic load.

Demands on distribution
The cable industry grew up as an in-

creasingly complex RF reception and
distribution system. Coax was the back-
bone of the system. That technology,
plus the television receiver's limitations,
restricted the program load these sys-
tems could carry. Today, anyone able to
obtain satellite transponder space can
aspire to become a national network
and come calling on the cable compa-

Many of today's rack spaces more
closely resemble dense LAN instal-
lations than traditional analog dis-
tribution centers.

nies for distribution. It
takes staggering amounts
of capital and lobbying to
gain access to today's
cable distribution chain,
but the "wanabes" keep
coming. That demand,
along with the growing
pressure that HD puts on
bandwidth, has forced
cable infrastructure to
evolve.

Evolving
technology

Compression technol-
ogy has made it possible
to pass more program-
ming through the same bandwidth. ferred to as a "digital tier." This tier is
Fiber technology can increase the mainly virtual in nature because it
available bandwidth in a given path. still occupies bandwidth (i.e., chan-

Boston

Cablle operators, like terrestrial broadcasters,
digitally modulate channels to carry digital data
streams.

Most cable systems are evolving from mere
distribution systems to something

resembling WANs.

Receiver technology, in the form of
set -top boxes, has allowed cable opera-
tors to offer increased programming
to viewers. Most cable systems are
evolving from mere distribution sys-
tems to something resembling WANs.
Just as computer technology has per-
vaded most areas of daily life, telecom
technology is pervading the entire
television food chain, from acquisition
to viewer. There's a good chance that
broadcasters will eventually handle
their program streams much as the
cable folks now do.

To handle HD from the terrestrial
or satellite broadcaster, cable systems
have added what is commonly re-

nels) just as have traditional analog
channels. The difference between the
two is essentially the same as the dif-
ference between terrestrial analog
and DTV transmission. Like terres-
trial broadcasters, cable operators
digitally modulate channels to carry
digital data streams. Also like terres-
trial broadcasters, these channels can
carry more than one program stream.
On many cable channels that carry
local HD streams, two HD streams
occupy each channel. That means that
the local affiliates' ABC and CBS HD
offerings can travel to the STB on the
same channel. The modulation
scheme that often facilitates this
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throughput is 256 QAM. With a con-
stellation this dense, the operators
must monitor the system's carrier -to -

For a local affiliate, this is the typi-
cal entry point into a cable headend.
A fiber feed from the local station
with SD and HD programs enters at
the right end of the Maxcom unit.
The center coax is the local station's
HD feed wrapped in ASI. The left
coax is the baseband NTSC feed
from the local station for entry into
a traditional analog cable plant.

noise (C/N) levels closely, meaning
cable engineers will have to live with
the same concern about how close
their digital signals are to the error
cliff as do broadcasters.

The bit rate bugaboo
Most broadcasters today have been

confronted with MPEG encoders that
take SD and/or HD and produce pro-
gram elementary streams that feed a
multiplexer. The multiplexer takes the
various streams and interleaves them
into a transport stream. The stream

travels to a transmit site where it
modulates an ATSC carrier using 8-
VSB. Early on, most multiplexers
commanded encoders to build pro-
gram streams for insertion into the
transport stream using a constant bit
rate (CBR). The program stream
used a fixed bit rate whether or not
the encoder needed that bit rate for
good MPEG encoding. Now, many
multiplexers command their associ-
ated encoders to use a variable bit
rate (VBR) based on the complexity
of each individual program.

Enter the remultiplexer
The encoder/multiplexer combina-

tion has allowed broadcasters to as-
semble transport streams. But the
next entity in the food chain often
doesn't want the total package. As sat-
ellite transponder usage increasingly

ing at the program allocation table
(PAT) and the program map table
(PMT) and filtering out only the de-
sired program streams. It also allows
cable operators to add new program
services and then generate a new
transport stream. Remultiplexers will
soon allow cable systems to insert lo-
cal spots, along with EAS, into digital
streams. These boxes are now sophis-
ticated enough to perform local
branding, EAS insertion and groom-
ing. Grooming allows the operator to
use CBR or VBR techniques to decide
how much bandwidth a selected pro-
gram stream can have, no matter what
bandwidth the individual program
stream has when it arrives.

These devices can have few or many
I/O ports and can be fairly large, al-
lowing cable operators to receive mul-
tiple transport streams from a variety

The next entity in the [cable] food chain often
IIlb doesn't want the total package.

has become digitally modulated, cable
operators have discovered they need
a way to extract the programming and
services they want. Rather than decod-
ing and basebanding the entire stream
to cull out the desired programming,
it is more efficient to keep the pro-
gramming in the compressed domain.
Enter the remultiplexer. This device
inventories program services by look -

of sources for distribution on the nec-
essary channels. From a technical
standpoint, there is the increasing re-
alization that, unless there is a com-
pelling reason why a terrestrial trans-
port stream can't be taken apart, it
probably will be.

At least one major network is using
the cable method of remultiplexing to
insert local affiliate programs and ads,

VidTraps + January, 2005
SMPTE and VSF have joined forces to deliver a dynamic, top-notch, and
combined conference sure to give attendees information on the latest
advances in Motion Imaging and Video Transport Services, and highlight the
ever -broadening connectivity between the two. Can you afford not to come?

For more information January 31 to February 2, 2005
www.smpte.org/conferences Crowne Plaza Ravinia, Atlanta
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Here are two generations of cable
remultiplexers.The two units on the bottom
were state-of-the-art five years ago.The top
unit is today's more powerful version.

as well as branding and inserting
EAS on the DTV side of the operation.
The network suggests that this
remultiplexer be installed as the

compressed world of MPEG,
this remultiplexer acts as the
master control release point. In
the future, this will even allow
the network to automate local
affiliate programming.

In the bag
Thus, when it comes to han-

dling HD, cable systems and
terrestrial broadcasters will use
processing techniques that are
similar in many ways. Many
broadcasters, and many cable
operators, lean toward non -
modulated HD pass -through,
riding on ASI through the
plant. Cable operators have

used remultiplexing to route pro-
grams from one transport stream to
the next, and broadcasters might find
they can add this technique to their

Unless there is a compelling reason why a
terrestrial transport stream can't be taken apart, it

probably will be.

station's final release point. The
remultiplexer they use can also be con-
trolled through SCTE 35, a control pro-
tocol developed by CableLabs. In the

bag of tricks. If broadcasters keep mi-
grating toward a distribution role,
with limited local contribution (in
most cases, news), television infra -

Cable distribution
of HD

structure might increasingly resemble

BEcable headend topology.

Jim Boston is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.

Contact Network Electronics
Phone: 800 420-5909

E-mail: ussales@network-electronics.com

11075 South State Street, Suite 27

Salt Lake City, Utah 84070

LATEST TECHNOLOGY
It's a competitive world. You need the latest and the
best technology to stay at the top of your game. Our
MTBF numbers are industry leading and will give you
peace of mind.

QUICKEST DELIVERY
No more waiting! Our huge inventory guarantees
speedy deliveries. 50-100 small routers usually ship in
5 working days; 10 routers or less can ship the same
day.

FASTEST SERVICE

Through our Advanced Replacement Policy you will
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HIGHEST INNOVATION
Need space? Need flexibility? Need expandability?
Our compact routers, signal processing products and
optical modules address every format in the most
configurations available today.

3 YIAR WARRANTY
Worry free! Stress free! Our extensive warranty gives
you peace of mind for 3 years. And if you want even
more ask about our NET -CARE system that extends

your coverage to 5 years or longer.

TOTAL PICTURE
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Managing assets
with Proximity
BY LUKE TRISTRAM AND SAI KOPPALA

What does media asset
management really
mean? To broadcast-

ers a media asset is an asset only if it
retains value once it has been created.
Thus, in simple terms, asset manage-
ment is the ability to search, locate, re -
purpose and reuse media over time
and across organizations.

Done properly, asset management
can deliver enormous efficiency and
quality benefits. This requires above
all two things: proper integration with
the tools that an organization uses to
produce, review and distribute media,
and the ability to optimize the way
people work.

As digital production has become a
reality, there has been a widespread
adoption of video servers, nonlinear
editing systems, template -based

Proximity's Artbox enables artists and produc-
ers to manage all of their work from one in-
terface, resulting in a more efficient and ac-
curate content production workflow.

graphics and digital newsroom sys-
tems. To manage digital content, ven-
dors created databases to hold and dis-
tribute the clips and called it asset
management.

Unfortunately, the ability to access

data inside a vendor's box and trans-
fer it to another vendor's product is
limited at best. Stations now realize
that the various asset management
systems and technologies do not talk
to one another, thereby creating in-
compatible digital islands.

queue management and review and
approval of all new graphics. It also
can transcode media into the format
required by each device.

KWGN recently upgraded its
Xenostore graphics management soft-
ware with Xenotrack workflow soft -

Done properly, asset management can deliver
enormous efficiency and quality benefits.

Some of the larger vendors have
started touting an end -to -end solution
- offering everything from NLE,
video servers, asset management and
graphics - but that leaves the cus-
tomer captive to one vendor.

Other vendors, like Proximity, have
chosen to offer asset management so-

lutions that can tie the vari-
ous vendors' equipment to-
gether across the entire
production cycle. This al-
lows stations to purchase
the best equipment for a
particular function and tie
all the equipment together
with an asset management
solution that closely repli-
cates existing workflows.
Tribune -owned stations,
including KWGN-TV in
Denver and the NBC O&O
stations (NBC "Arthouse"),
have taken this approach
with news -graphics pro-
duction.

The platform combines
asset management capability with a
workflow component and an integra-
tion element. Xenostore provides a
single media catalog for visibility to all
content throughout an organization.
The system tracks the order creation,

ware from Proximity. The software
enables artists, journalists and produc-
ers to store and manage content from
a standard Web browser.

The WB-affiliated station uses Prox-
imity software to produce a three -
and -a -half hour morning news slot
each weekday and for its one -hour
nightly newscast seven days a week.
The graphics department also lever-
ages the software to move and con-
vert graphics for promotional spots
and print ads.

With Xenostore, the station's pro-
ducers can quickly search to find
previously designed graphics for re-
use. The database quickly locates de-
sired graphics and places them di-
rectly in the newscast, without the
need of a designer. Thus, KWGN's
designers can now focus their time
on new graphics creation and less on
administration.

Interfacing all the devices used in the
content -creation process and tracking
assets through the production process
streamline the station's workflow.

The system provides producers/
journalists in the newsroom with ac-
cess to assets. It also offers a stan-
dardized method to customize assets
and tie them to specific stories. Pro-
ducers/journalists are able to order
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KWGN-TV graphic designer DanielTarango shown using
Proximity's Xenomax's to search and FTP graphics be-
tween multiple vendors' graphics platforms, all from a
centralized interface.

new graphics as needed and track the progress of re-
quests. Artists can view all requests for new content on
their desktop and electronically assign requests to other
artists. Once artists finish creating content, assets are
automatically pushed to playout devices and made avail-
able for review.

Proximity's newest product, Artbox, is taking this con-
cept further. It manages clips, animations, stills and au-
dio and is targeted at TV promo and news production
workflows. Now, artists can manage all of their work from
one interface. Artbox integrates format conversion, stor-
age, workflow management and search and retrieval of
media into a single device. The content -management
module stores media in its native format. Users can search,
locate, transfer and transcode media across multiple plat-
forms and formats.
Artbox's workflow -management module introduces the

concept of a "project", which gives producers and jour-
nalists the ability to associate multiple pieces of artwork
that exist in different formats and across multiple devices
with a single story.

Workflow efficiencies are quickly realized because,
among station groups, small market stations now have
access to high -quality graphics created by big market sta-
tions. The improved on -screen look has a positive and
direct impact on news ratings and revenue.

As asset management solutions become more workflow -
centric, they will merge with automation solutions.
System redundancy, file backup/mirroring and archiving
will become even more critical as digital content grows
and stations learn how to re -purpose existing content.
Broadcasters want interoperability and flexibility, and
they want it on their own terms. BE

Luke Tristram is CEO and Sai Koppala is senior vice president of
sales, marketing and support for Proximity.

Monitor your
transmitter
with EFA-NET.

EFA-NET lets you monitor
TV transmitter performance
any time, any place.

EFA-NET is a unique software product for your

R&S® EFA-53 that lets you monitor the performance

of your digital broadcast transmitter remotely,

from any device that will accept a networkable

datastream - even an internet-enabled PDA.

You get full current and historical data, where you

need it, when you need it. So after you go digital,

go with EFA-NET.

EFA and EFA-NET for all your

transmitter measurements.

ROHDE&SCHWARZ
Rohde & Schwarz, Inc.  Columbia, MD  1-888-837-8772
www.rohde-schwarz.com/USA
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Triax vs_
fiber-optic cable
BY GEORGE HOOVER

s remote television pro-
duction transitions from
D to HD production,

producers and remote facility com-
panies face numerous issues. They
must not only design new systems,
but also implement the equipment
for actual HD production. These
issues include deciding among the
different options for signal formats

or fiber for remote productions. Let's
examine some of the issues.

HD signals from the camera head
are essentially uncompressed at
1.5Gb/s. The path from the camera
to the base station is one of the few
places where HD video has not been
compressed. At first glance, this wide
bandwidth might seem to suggest
that fiber optics is the only way. But,

One decision broadcasters should make early on is
which camera cable to use.

(1080i, 720p, 24p), recording formats,
aspect ratio conversion, upconversion
of existing material, surround sound,
and even camera cable.

Faced with all of these choices and
decisions, it's good to resolve them
as soon in the production process as
possible. One decision broadcasters
should make early on is which cam-
era cable to use.

There are basically two ways to
transmit an HD signal from the cam-
era head to the base station in the
truck: SMPTE standard multicore fi-
ber-optic cable or triax. SMPTE fiber
uses two single -mode fibers - cop-
per for power and copper pairs for
initial startup communications be-
tween the camera head and base sta-
tion. Triax is basically heavy-duty
coax with an extra shield. Power and
data signals are combined and dis-
tributed as one across the copper con-
ductors, riding along with the signal.

Dispelling confusion
NEP Supershooters supplies SD and

HD cameras that operate on either fi-
ber or triax. Our staff has been directly
involved for some time in the indus-
try debate about the choice to use triax

for years, technology has been avail-
able to transmit the bandwidth -hun-
gry digital signals from super -slow-
motion cameras back
to the truck on analog
triax. This technology
can offers the same
ability to transmit
HD from the camera
to the base station.

But uncompressed
digital transmission
over triax is not cur-
rently practical over
long distances. Using
compressed digital
signals introduces
several seconds of de-
lay because of the en-
coding process. Because of this, it is
not easily implemented for live multi -
camera HD production.

Practicality
and ease of use

NEP Supershooters has found that
using triax greatly simplifies setup in
HD and that most stadiums and out-
side venues are currently wired for it.

Laying fiber is costly, from the
standpoint of both equipment and

labor. With SMPTE fiber cable run-
ning seven to eight times the cost of
triax, few can afford to install SMPTE
fiber and leave it there. So installa-
tion and removal are a major finan-
cial issue for the producer.

On the other hand, triax is easy to
use. An experienced person can fix a
piece of triax in a few minutes. If a
triax cable gets cut, as it has during
the half-time show at every Super
Bowl telecast we have done, it can be
repaired easily during a commercial
break. That's not the case with fiber;
the fiber cable must be returned to
the shop for retermination.

To protect against the potential of
cut fiber cables at an event, we "home
run" all the connections on the field

Triax cable has a long and reliable history with
broadcasters. It's low cost and often the best choice
for remotes. Photo courtesy Gepco International.

to a central point, and use short
pieces or "stingers" to the cameras.
That way, if a cable is cut on the field,
the staff replaces the stinger, not the
home run. The real cost of fiber cable
is in the termination. A 100ft stinger
costs almost what a 1000ft does. With
fiber, this gets expensive quickly.

Some stadiums have preinstalled
single -mode fiber rather than SMPTE
multicore cable. NEP Supershooters
has adapters that work around the
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fiber by breaking out the glass, but this
means that the camera must be pow-
ered from the closest electrical outlet
or generator. It's just one more thing

home than would fiber. Ninety-nine
percent of our clients request triax.

Ultimately, camera manufacturers
need to develop cameras that can op-

erate over triax or fiber.
That would allow users to
pick the solution that
works best for each specific
production on a camera -
by -camera basis.

Our staff does a lot of talk-
ing with customers about
our HD triax cameras and
how they work, but not
much about the cable. In
many cases, they don't even
think about the cable. NEP
Supershooters has been to
virtually every arena in the
country, and the cable issue

has never come up. That's because triax
is transparent to what we do.

The NEP Supershooters truck for World Wres-
tling Entertainment relies on triax for most
broadcasts. This simplifies setup and if cable
repairs are needed, they are easy and quick
to make.

to go wrong if the power plug gets
pulled or the generator quits.

Going the distance
The HD signals can travel farther

on fiber, but triax covers significant
distances (up to 2500ft over standard
triax) - more than enough for most
arena applications. Where longer
runs are needed, a single strand of
single -mode fiber is the solution. For
an auto racing production, we use SD
and HD triax cameras on Telecast
Fiber Cobras with full camera fea-
tures. It works well. It's single -mode,
single -transfer over fiber, and the
pictures are excellent. This method
can take the camera out to 10,000ft
with no problems.

For the majority of the shows where
the cable does not have to go long dis-
tances, triax saves time, money and
complexity.

There's also the issue of equipment
reliability. One of our long-time cli-
ents, FOX Sports, has used both fi-
ber and triax for Super Bowl XXVI,
FOX NASCAR (including Daytona,
where they used both fiber and triax)
and the "NFL on Fox:' FOX Sports
uses triax for most of its telecasts.

Quality counts
As for signal quality, HD cameras on

triax won't yield a better picture to the

With fiber -only cameras, there's al-
ways the worry about how to get
enough of the cable, get it installed in
time and make it work Sometimes it's
not feasible to use an HD camera be-
cause there is simply no way to get fi-
ber to the desired location.

With triax, there are none of these
worries. Besides, you get the same re-
sults, in terms of picture quality,
whether you use fiber or triax. BE

George Hoover is senior vice president of
operations and engineering at NEP
Supershooters.
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Processing
audio
BY JOHN LUFF

Dictionary.com (you have
to love a society that
never opens books) de-

fines television as "the transmission of
visual images of moving and station-
ary objects, generally with accompa-
nying sound, as electromagnetic
waves, and the reconversion of re-
ceived waves into visual
images." The lack of em-
phasis on audio is pretty
striking. To be perfectly
honest, our industry
seems to take audio al-
most for granted, unless
the sound is missing or
unintelligible. From my
days in station opera-
tions, I remember few
complaints about the
quality of the video but
many about the quality
of the audio. It seems in-
teresting to note that we
define the industry by
the visual image (HDTV,
SDTV, etc.) without including any-
thing in the shorthand to indicate if
audio is even present.

Today we generally think of audio as
a stereo pair, for broadcasters trans-
mit most programming in a stereo for-
mat. However, there are many ex-
amples where that is not true; for in-
stance, stereo is difficult to do well in
news programming, and adding spa-
tial imaging to the sound field would
bring little improvement for the
viewer. Of course, cable industry pro-
gramming often comes with mono
audio, and internationally even more
of the world is mono. Multiple -lan-
guage programming is the common
use for multiple channels of sound in
other parts of the world.

This level of complexity is not un-
usual. Our company designed facili-

ties for a major religious organization
that handled more than 50 simulta-
neous translations. With the advent of
DTV and surround sound mixing, it
has become important to handle mul-
tiple channels of program audio plus,
of course, Descriptive Video Service
(DVS). So, how should one handle the

However broadcasters decide to mix, monitor and
route audio, the tools they need are available.
Pictured: A Wheatstone TV -80 at WGCL-TV in At-
lanta. Photo courtesy DST.

routing, mixing and monitoring? The
answer is as complex as the problem.

Routing audio
Though digital video has essentially

replaced analog video in system de-
signs these days, it is not as true with
audio. The reason might be as fun-
damental as the fact that micro-
phones are analog, or as simple as the

version inside the routing switcher,
with digital and analog audio signals
freely routed to analog and digital
outputs in some designs. These rout-
ers offer the ability to mix AES digi-
tal pairs in a flat matrix that enables
broadcasters to map any mono sig-
nal from any AES stereo pair into any
output. They also allow broadcasters
to perform phase inversions, left right
swaps and mono sums.
The tools of the trade now allow

great flexibility. They are compelling
and cost-effective, saving interface
and conversion hardware cost, and
wiring and system design complex-
ity. Of course, the other edge of the
sword is complexity for operators.

Often I am asked whether embed-
ded audio makes sense, and the an-
swer is a resounding ... depends. It
depends on the type of facility -
whether it is a transmission or pro-
duction facility - and whether the
burden of cost and complexity in the
embedding and dis-embedding hard-
ware is more than balanced by the low-
ered cost for single -level routing.

A SMPTE 259M video signal can
carry four groups of embedded au-
dio, each with two pairs. This total of
16 mono signals (eight stereo pairs)
should suffice for many purposes, if
all hardware supported the full capa-
bility of the standard. As in all things,
it is not that simple. Not all hardware

A radio colleague once noted that television is
'radio with a light to read by ... :

view of audio as the stepchild of
video, although a colleague in radio
once noted that TV is "radio with a
light to read by...." Fortunately, hy-
brid analog/digital mixing consoles
are reasonably priced these days.

Routing also has grown to offer con -

can handle all four groups (of two
channels). Some hardware, such as
video mixers and compression hard-
ware, may pass nothing through to its
output. Thus, it is prudent for the en-
gineer to look at real -world products
when considering a design to be sure
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the full range of needed features are really available.
There are other issues with embedding that are slightly

more complex than the mere presence or absence of sig-
nal. The latency of an embedder for HDTV audio is gen-
erally a bit less than 0.5msec. This is not a particularly dif-

Audio isn't as easy as it sounds. Pictured: A control room
designed by Syska Hennessy Group for Mike Post Pro-
ductions in Burbank, CA.

ficult problem with a single device. However, when the
potential exists for several passes through a similar device,
and demultiplexers in the same system, it is clear you should
carefully consider timing. While the initial short delay cer-
tainly will not create a lip sync problem, the total would
cause lots of timing issues within a system.

Then there is cost. Embedding is not a particularly expen-
sive function, but if a system will need many devices for
utility purposes, or perhaps for the inputs to an audio con-
sole, the cost multiplies quickly. VTRs and some other de-
vices allow simultaneous AES and embedded outputs.
Clearly, when a VTR includes an internal dis-embedder (as
most do these days), it reduces wiring complexity and could
eliminate the need for separate layers of audio routing.

Synchronization
From the start, digital audio and video were not designed

to work together, with SMPTE standardizing the video
interface and AES doing the audio interface. This brings
up the unfortunate problem of synchronization, which is
exacerbated greatly because most digital video systems are
locked to clocks that are related to the NTSC frame rate
(60/1.001Hz or 59.94005994Hz). Of course, audio could
be locked to the same clock, or 48kHz/1.001, or 47.952kHz.

Then there is the issue of sample alignment between
audio and video. There are 8008 audio samples in every
five video frames, a cadence that is not particularly
friendly. As a result, it is not possible to cut audio and
video cleanly on every video frame without significant
processing of the audio signal to assure that truncated
samples do not produce clicks, pops or worse.

Just one word about audio routing with digital signals. A
synchronous AES router is highly desirable because the
switches are made without disruptions in the AES sample
cadence. Most manufacturers offer both synchronous and

asynchronous switchers, but you should strongly consider
the design issues an asynchronous router could present.
An asynchronous router does not particularly care where
the switch happens and will switch without regard to AES
frame boundaries. You might think of it as a patch bay -
a brute force switch. A synchronous AES router, on the
other hand, will always output a complete and uninter-
rupted digital audio signal because all inputs are reframed
internally, and switches happen on AES frame boundaries.

Broadcasters also can route multichannel digital audio
using Dolby E or other multichannel compressed audio
systems. This allows eight robust audio signals to be car-
ried in one AES stream, or up to 64 audio channels to be
embedded in groups in an SDI signal.
Keeping that much audio straight would certainly be a

challenge! Broadcasters need flexible audio monitoring
tools to handle all this complexity, which must include
tools to verify the format integrity and levels in AES, as
well as the content and metadata in compressed audio
signals. And you thought audio would be simple! BE

John Luff is senior vice president of business development at AZCAR.

SEND Send questions and comments to john_luff@primediabusiness.com
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The evolution of broadcast

As the television industry continues to redefine itself,
Broadcast Engineering is there. Broadcast Engineering is the
industry's preferred resource for learning about the ever -evolving
television market. Stay current on the latest technology developments,
new players, products and decision -makers.

To start your FREE subscription with the industry's #1
authoritative source of technical information*, go to
www.broadcastengineering.:om and click on SUBSCRIBE NOW.

'2002, Paramount Research Study. World Ethtlon

redefining television
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DV RACK
Serious Magic DV rack software: Runs on
a PC or laptop connected to a DV camera;
provides 10 production tools to assist
videographers; allows users to instantly
review a clip, scrub to any frame, zoom in,
check levels, see audio peaks and compare
shots in a split screen; identifies and corrects lighting,
video, audio and continuity problems on location.

916-985-8000; www.setiousmagic.com

Tiger Technology
High Pegamma SI* Sharing

SAN Management Software
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SAN MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
Tiger Technology MetaSAN 2.0: Multiple users can
access common data files in workgroups with high
bandwidth requirements; Windows, Mac OS X and Linux
users can share information simultaneously while
continuing to use the OS and other tools; is compatible
with multiple connectivity technology including Fibre
Channel, SCSI, iSCSI and Ethernet.

514-428-4137; www.tiger-technology.com

SHOTGUN MICROPHONE
Sony Electronics ECM 678: Includes a
windscreen, holder, spacer
and carrying case;
delivers a sensitivity
level of -28dB and
extremely low inherent
noise (less than 16dB SPL); flat -and -wide
frequency response is 40Hz to 20kHz; unit is 9.9in long;
has a built-in two -position (M, V) low-cut switch;
includes a vibration -resistant mechanism.

800 -686 -SONY; www.sony.com/professional

XLR CHASSIS CONNECTORS
Neutrik "AA" series: Includes a larger surface contact
and gold plating at the contact mating area; features a
drop -in replacement for comparable "A" series part
numbers; low -contact resistance ensures high -contact
pressure for added durability.

732-901-9488; www.neutrikusa.com

DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLE
Lawo zirkonXL: Includes up to 36 channels with modules
of four channels each; has a maximum of 192 I/0s
simultaneously depending on configuration and includes
I/O boards in the variant; features 48 equalizers, 14
dynamic units and 14 limiter units; store console settings
on compact flash cards.

+49 7222 1002-0; www.lawo.de

RIBBON MICROPHONE
Nady RSM-2: Uses a 2in long, two -micron thick ribbon;
has a fast, accurate, transient response; capable of
ultra -high 165db SPL; has a figure -8 audio directional
pattern, increased off -axis frequency response on sides
and decreased high -response above and below on axis;
choose from gold or platinum finish grill; yoke mic stand
mount and XLR cord included.

510-652-2411; www.nadywireless.com

DUAL LINK
EXTENDER
Gefen DVI-2000 HD: Uses
fiber-optic cables to send
digital video transmitted
through DVI up to 1000fit
from the computer; small metal
sender and receiver units connect the computer
to the extended HD display; one 12V power supply can be
connected at either end.

800-545-6900; www.gefen.com

CARDIOID
CONDENSER
MICROPHONE
Audio-Technica AT2020: Features
a custom -engineered low -mass
diaphragm; provides extended
frequency response plus the ability
to handle extremely high SPLs; has
a fixed cardioid polar pattern;
includes a flat, extended frequency
response (20Hz to 20,000Hz), high

SPL handling capability (144dB), and a wide dynamic
range (124dB); pivoting, threaded stand mount is included.

330-686-2600; www.audio-technica.com
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AUDIO METER
DK-Technologies
PT0660M: Supports all
common audio sample
rates, including 96kHz;
includes built-in sample
rate converters; combines

DK's JellyFish surround display with a rotary
control knob on the front panel; has an internal switc'ling
matrix; change presets to fit user specifications.

602-765-0532; www.dk-technologies.com

STEREO KIT
DPA Microphones
3521: Comes with two
4021 compact cardioid
microphones, a carrying
case, the XY/ORTF
holder, two gooseneck
mounts and two magnet
bases for mounting on metal surfaces.

303-823-8878; www.dpamicrophones.com

Euphonix System 5 -MC:
Includes eight to 48
channel strips with
eight knobs, moving
faders and TFT
screen; has an MC
Intelligent Application
Controller for master control
functions; features two modular frames;
has the EuCon high-speed control surface protocol
for tight and fast integration with the DAW.

650-855-0400; www.euphonkcom

COMPACT AUDIO ANALYZER
Rohde & Schwarz UPV: Suitable for all interfaces,
including analog, digital and combined; has dual -channel
processing and generation; record and replay audio
signals; has a sample rate up to 192kHz; features an
integrated PC.

888-837-8772; www.rohde-schwatz.com

SAMPLE RATE CONVERTER
Texas Instruments Burr -Brown Pro Audio SRC4194:
Features 144dB dynamic range and -140dB distorticn;
combines a wide I/O sampling ratio; handles all major
audio rates up to 212kHz; can be operated in hardware
mode as a stand-alone pin -programmed device.

800-477-8924; www.ti.com

MULTI-
SOURCE
DISPLAY

Leitch NEO SuiteVilew:
Based on the NEO
platform; render multiple
video and computer
signals in real time to
high -resolution computer monitors, plasma or
projection displays; mix and match with
a variety of other processing mod-
ules in the same NEO frame; create a
customized, systemwide 24 -hour
monitoring solution.

800-387-0233; www.leitch.com

MULTICHANNEL MONITORING
SYSTEM
Genelec 8030.LSE PowerPak: Consists of five Genelec
8030A two-way, bi-amplified active monitors; one
Genelec 7060A LSE series active subwoofer; and a
Genelec Acousti/Tape frequency/wavelength measuring
tape; setup guide is included for accurate speaker
placement, wiring and fine-tuning.

508-652-0900; www.genelecusa.com

MULTICHANNEL TRANSPORTER
APT WorldNet SkyLink: Provides transport of multi-
channel digital audio over TCP/IP; uses compression
algorithm enhanced apt -X to provide a secure method of
transferring 5.1, 6.1 or 7.1 multichannel audio plus SMPTE
time code over a variety of data links; operates in several
different modes using secure FTP transmission, real-time
streaming cr pseudo -streaming.

+44 28 9037 1110: www.aptx.com

UTP CABLES
Belden Brilliance
VideoTwist: Offers a
single, UTP cable that
delivers quality video and
data performance;
performs reliably when
used in component video
displays, standard

premise Ethernet installations and in blade edge comput-
ing/KVM applications.

847-590-1110; www.belden.com
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oan ID -SDI Inputs
to our Sony PIIM / B
Monitor wie.

--w

Gear
NEW!

Multi -Definition
SDI to Analog
Component
Converter
for Sony Monitors
Installs directly
in the rear option
slot of select
Sony PVM / BVM
series monitors

ROSS $1,395
Cool Practical Technology'"

Sony, PVM. 8 BVM
are trademarks of
Sony Corporation

vantrossvideo.com
tel: (613)652-4886 fax: (613)652-4425

email: solutions@rossvideo.com

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.
EL Series

UHF Antenna
The EL Series UHF
Transmitting
Antenna for either
DTV or NTSC
applications

Cali/

.4111

Your Single Source for Broadcast Solutions

a new direction in routing

NK is a compact and very flexible series
of routing systems designed for use in
broadcast, educational, corporate, and
government facilities.

ROUTER

NEW!

ROSS
1

Cool Practical Technology -

inwuossvideo.com
tel: (613)652-4886 fax: (613)652-4425

email: solutions@rossvideo.com

Avaliable in
aialog and digital
aJdio and video
as well as data
routing formats.

All formats are
available in either
16x16 or 32x32
configurations.

Pr The HD Maestm
Real-time, PC -based

High -resolution (10801/ HD
MPEG Encoding Workstatio

Ir put HD -SDI output DVB-ASI

Based on the LSI Logic DoMiNlon' chipset

Perfect for post production HD content
d stribution

PC platform provides flexibility
aid connectivity

Fo- more information on the HD Maest-o or any
DVEO products. call 858 613-1813 Or visit

www.dvao.com

DVEO
Sales@ERlinc.com +1 (812) 925-60001 www.ERlinccom
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BROADCAST VIDEO Zstreambox
Power To Do More

OVER IP

ACT -L3 VIDEO TRANSPORT

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
ENCODERS FOR IP/T1 /El

HD
SD

ENG

Encoder
3Mbps - 9Mbps

Encoder
20Kbps - 7Mbps

Encoder
20Kbps - 7Mbps

Call or visit today!  www.streambox.com  sales@streambox.com  206/956-0544 x222

Get Ready for 2005!

Broadcast'
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Check us out at

broadcastengineering.com

You'll find everything you

need to know about

advertising in 2005!

 Media Kit
 Advertising Rates

 General Requirements

 Editorial Calendar

 Much More!

TALLY
MAPPERTM

 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

Videoframe-
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

=Walt%
Precision Color Bar &

Test Signal Generators

CSG-50 $379
- Digitally synthesized fulliSMPTE color bars,

blackburst, composite sync, 15 Hertz Ref.
- Built- in timer switches bars to black, tone to

silence at 30/ 60 seconds.
- Crystal controlled, I Khz, 0 dB audio
- RS170A, SC/H phased. No adjustment needed.

CSG-50B $538
- All features of CSG-50 PLUS

3-5 outputs of blackburst
+ subcarrier

TSG-50 $469
- Generates 12 digitally synthesized video test

signals/ patterns
- Built- in timer switches pattern to black, tone

to silence at 30/ 60 seconds
- Outputs: video, composite sync, 400/ 1KHz,

0dB audio tone, 15 Hertz Ref.
- RS 170A, SC/H phased. No adjustments needed

TSG-50B $628
- All features of TSG-50 PLUS

3-5 outputs of blackburst,
+ subcarrier

Unconditionally Guaranteed!

www.horita.com
Contact your local video dealer

or call (949) 489-0240

Professional Services
JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.

CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD *1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.

CONSUL1ING ENGINEERS
2104 Mess Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604

Phone (309) 673-7511  FAX (309) 673-8128
www.almarkley.com

Member AFCCE

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
TECHNOLOGY / MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

BRAD GILMER
PRESIDENT 2207 RiNGSMITH OR

ATLANTA GA 30345
TEL 17701 414.9952
FAX 17701 493.7421
EMAIL bginlertt Minot co
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Employment Help Wanted Help Wanted

EMPLOYERS/EMPLOYEES

Click On
KeystoneAmerica.com
NO. 1 TECHNICAL / ENGINEERING

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Help Wanted

BROADCAST ENGINEER wanted for
our Pueblo office. Requirements: 5
years experience in television broad-
casting maintenance, live television
production, and electronics repair.
Working knowledge of video/audio
signals, VTR, RF, satellite receivers
needed. Must be able to lift and/or
move up to 50 pounds. Ethernet Net-
working, WINNT4, WIN2000, WINXP,
Linux a plus. A General Radio Tele-
phone FCC License or SBE Technician
Certification is required. Please send
resume to: KOAA-TV, Attn: Quentin
Henry, Chief Engineer, Source Code:
BE, 2200 7th Avenue, Pueblo, CO
81003. Phone: 719-544-5781, Fax: 719-
295-6677, email: mailto:qh@koaa.com
web site: http://www.koaa.com. E.O.E.

NEWSROOM MEDIA MANAGER -
The successful candidate will have
extensive television news editorial
and producing experience, as well
as experience learning and training
others in new technology. The Media
Manager will participate in the edito-
rial aspect of the daily newscasts, but
will primarily focus on implementa-
tion and support of non-linear editing,
playback and other newsroom pro-
duction software and hardware. Send
resume & cover letter (no calls/faxes)
Cathy Simonds, News Business Man-
ager, WPVI-TV, 4100 City Ave., Suite
800, Philadelphia, PA 19131 EOE

CHIEF ENGINEER - Paxson Commu-
nications is seeking a hands-on indi-
vidual to manage the technical staff
along with the design, installation, re-
pair and operation of all technical sys-
tems and equipment at a TV station.
Requires a minimum of three years
managing a television engineering de-
partment, FCC license, SBE certifica-
tion and valid driver's license. Submit
resume with salary history to: Paxson
Communications Corporation, Ref:
Chief Engineer - St. Petersburg, FL,
11300 4th Street North, Suite 180, St.
Petersburg, FL 33716. Fax: 727-576-
2876. E-mail: employment@pax.net
EOE.

CHIEF ENGINEER (Boston, MA) -
WERS-FM and Emerson College seek
a highly motivated Chief Engineer for
WERS' FM station, WECB (a carrier
current FM station), and the College's
Academic Audio Program. The suc-
cessful candidate must possess a
minimum of five years of experience
as a chief engineer or equivalent in a
mid -size or large broadcast market, in-
cluding department management ex-
perience; strong FM transmitter and
studio equipment repair experience
(at component level); current knowl-
edge of FCC Rules and Regulations
and familiarity with state-of-the-art
audio systems and equipment. This
position has a first response require-
ment for emergencies on a 24/7 basis
and includes "Engineer In Charge"
status, when required, for broadcast
or production events. This individual
supervises an assistant engineer and
contract help, works closely with
WERS Management and audio faculty,
and reports to the College's Director
of Engineering. Candidates must pos-
sess a high level of experience with
Mac and PC systems, Audio/Busi-
ness/Editing/Remote Control and
other software, interfaces and con-
nected audio devices. Other mainte-
nance experience required includes:
Avid Editing, Pro -Tools and Cool Edit
and analog/digital audio equipment.
To apply, please send resume and
cover letter to: Matthew Scher, TV,
Radio and Film Dept, 120 Boylston
Street, Boston, MA 02116. Email: mat-
thew_scher@emerson.edu. Emerson
College is an Equal Opportunity/Affir-
mative Action Employer focused on
workforce diversity.

Associate Director
of Engineering

America's No. 1 non-profit innovator and
home of the Jerry Lewis Labor Day Telethon -

needs an Associate Director of Engineering.

Successful candidate will have working knowledge of

digital and analog technologies, computer integra-

tion and networking in a full service production and

post production facility. This is a hands-on position.

Minimum 3-5 years experience (post production

facility preferred). Super team; great SW climate;

benefits; some travel.

 E-mail resumes to pburns@mdausa.org

 Fax to (520) 529-5382
 Mail to MDA, Human Resources, 3300 E.

Sunrise Drive, Tucson, AZ 85718-3208.

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER For
TV and Radio Facilities, in Las Vegas,
Nevada. Must have a minimum of 5
year's experience, or equivalent. As-
sociate's Degree in electronics/elec-
trical engineering. SBE Certification
preferred. Knowledge of UHF TV and
Radio High Power Transmitters, LP
Translators STLs and Studio Equip-
ment. Applicant must have computer
knowledge of LANs, WANs and com-
puter networking. I am looking for a
person with a positive attitude and a
team player. Must be able to work in
a news environment. This position re-
quires knowledge of digital and analog
studios. This is a hands on position.
You will be part of a 3 -person team
responsible for multiple transmitter
sites within a 3 state area. A valid
driver's license is required. Deadline:
Open. Salary: Open. Application: Cov-
er letter, resume and salary require-
ments to: Jgarcia@entravision.com,
Fax: (702) 434/0527. Director of Engi-
neering, KINC TV 15, 500 Pilot Rd STE
D, Las Vegas, NV 89119. KINC TV is an
equal opportunity employer.

DIRECTOR OF BROADCAST OPERA-
TIONS AND ENGINEERING EXPERI-
ENCE REQUIRED - WSOC-TV/WAXN-
TV, the Cox ABC affiliate in Charlotte,
is looking for a Director of Broadcast
Operations and Engineering. This is
a leadership opportunity for an ex-
perienced engineering manager who
is operations -oriented with depth in
information technology. Good peo-
ple skills are critical. Our emphasis
is on servicing local news, program-
ming and production. Candidates
should have a minimum 5 years of
experience in television engineering
management, an FCC General Radio
Telephone License, BSEE and SBE
certification a plus. You must have
demonstrated success in managing
capital and operating budgets, per-
sonnel, computer integration and
networking, effective maintenance
practices and cross training. We're
results -oriented and committed to
development of emerging technolo-
gies. We're looking for your commit-
ment to staff development, diversity
and customer service as part of a win-
ning team. Please send cover letter
and resume to Lee Armstrong, VP &
GM, WSOC/WAXN-TV, 1901 N. Tryon
St., Charlotte NC 28206. Email lee.
Armstrong@wsoc-tv.com. No phone
calls please. EOE M/F
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Help Wanted For Sale For Sale

(4)
TU211E2 STUDIOS

TURNER STUDIOS, the state of the art digital

television complex serving the production needs of the

Turner Entertainment Networks in Atlanta, Georgia,

is seeking highly motivated, client service oriented

Engineers to join our team!

We are currently accepting resumes for:

 Data Systems Manager
Project and Workgroup Management

Digital media workflow and systems

Render, Storage, Security, Server

 Production Engineers

- Audio

- Editorial

- Effects

- Router

- Studio

Design, install, maintain

SD & HD Production and Post

 IT Specialists
Workstation, application, server support

Digital media management and workflow

 Remote Engineers
Field Operations is looking for an experienced

BC /Maintenance Engineer to work with us

on our HD mobile units.

Successful candidates will be motivated self-starters,

detail and deadline -oriented team players, with strong

interpersonal, communication and customer -service

skills. Minimum 3 -years industry experience with strong

background in television engineering and cutting -edge

post -production technology.

Please send resumes to

Jeff Sharpe - Director of Engineering

Fax - 404-878-4014
Email - jeff.sharpe@turner.com

For more information, please visit:

http://www.turnerstudios.com
http://www.turnerjobs.com

CHIEF ENGINEER - RADIO: Maple-
ton Communications is seeking a
Chief Engineer for its 4 FM and 2 AM
station group based in Medford, Or-
egon. General Class FCC License or
equivalent. Minimum 5 years expe-
rience. Competitive compensation
package. Send resume to Ron 1-Iren,
GM, Radio Medford, 1438 Rossanley
Drive, Medford, Oregon, 97501 or
email to rhren@radiomedford.com.
E.O.E.

Help Wanted

Ktla51113.
MAINTENANCE

ENGINEER - STAFF
To install , maintain and repair station
equipment as directed. Familiarity
with a variety of Broadcast television
systems, i.e. Louth, Avid, Profile,
Pinnacle, production switchers,
DVE, etc. Three to five years job ex-
perience as a Maintenance Engineer.
BS degree in a technical discipline,
i.e., electrical, engineer or equivalent
work experience. Ability to work
alone and without supervision. Abil-
ity to work under deadline and time
constraint. Ability to work various
hours including nights and week-
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to the job opening on

www.ktla.com or
www.tribjobs.com

Pre -employment background and
drug screening required .

KTLA -TV a Tribune
Broadcasting station, EOE.
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Problems
with frequency allocation
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

IMonday-morning
quarterbacking is
wonderful. It makes

it easy for us to see the holes we have
dug for ourselves in designing com-
munications systems, especially
broadcasting systems.

Join the band
In the 1920s, radio designers

grappled with ways to broadcast sig-
nals on the medium -wave band. The
frequency limitations of the vacuum
tubes available during that period re-
stricted radio operation to that band.

Spectrum allocation during
television's evolution was also limited
to certain frequencies. The lower bands
didn't have the required bandwidth.
But, during WWII, developments in
tank -to -tank communications on the
VHF band produced devices that could
serve VHF television.

FM radio broadcast, naturally, was
slotted in the next space above the TV
services. And, as emergency service
and aeronautical needs evolved, they
were put at frequencies higher again.
Need more television bandwidth? Just
slap it in a higher slot by filling out
the rest of the VHF bands and reach-
ing into UHF.

So, in 80 years, we managed to fill
up the first gigahertz of available
spectrum. We were able to slot some
point-to-point radio systems in there
as well and, of course, legacy analog
cellular services.

That's a do -over
Here's where the Monday -morning

quarterbacking comes in. If you were
given the job of spectrum czar, what
would you have done differently?
First, you probably would have given
more consideration to the user than
the service provider. In broadcasting,

we have always been concerned with
putting complexity in the transmit-
ter to make the receivers simpler. But
we never thought about where the
receiver was.

The vast majority of people watch
television in a fixed location (home,
office, hospital, etc.). Radio listeners
are probably split about half-and-half
between listening at a fixed location
and listening on a mobile receiver.
This justifies a terrestrial radio system
that does not employ an onerous
amount of spectrum. It's quite pos-
sible that the fairly useless medium -

stemming from cellular systems and
from insufficient channel allocations
for dire emergencies. Witness the ut-
ter overload and inter -channel confu-
sion in New York City on Sept. 11.

Obstacles
Just getting the mostly VHF analog

channel allocations back from the
broadcasters would help dramatically,
but the date for that has been shot
down again. Senator John McCain was
plying a bill that would end analog
broadcasting in 2009. NAB pressure
killed it. We are now back to the 85

If you were given the job of spectrum czar, what

would you have done differently?

wave band, with its restrictive night
operations that allow very few all -day,
every -day services, would never be
started today. Conversely, it's likely that
the FM band would be extended down
another 20MHz to make room for the
many programmers who want and
deserve spectrum.

With TV, we know where the major-
ity of viewers are. Why would we pro-
vide them with a terrestrial broadcast
system that is more suited for mobile
applications? If we started again today,
we would reserve that spectrum for
mobile aplications, and feed fixed lo-
cations with much higher bandwidth
copper cable or fiber. We would prob-
ably not offer satellite service, simply
because it would be better to reserve
that spectrum for more important
things. As for transient viewers, we
would equip any place that an RV or
truck can park with a high -bandwidth
spigot. That way, public-service mo-
bile communications could use the ex-
isting TV bands. It would relieve those
public services from the problems

percent digital coverage rule that will
push the changeover dates to at least
2011 and, in some communities, to
2020. And worse things are looming.
An amendment to McCain's "Save
Lives Act" added by Senator Conrad
Burns threatens to allow broadcasters
to not have to return the spectrum at
all. This is bad for the communities
that broadcasters serve. It also inhib-
its technological progress, which is bad
for the viewers, the broadcasters and
the industry.

Pay it back
Broadcasting, of which I have been

a part for many, many years, has had a
free ride with spectrum for 80 years.
It's time we stop and take a look at the
road behind and the road ahead. This
is the right time to be grateful for the
ride and to give something back. BE

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.
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